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Abstract

This thesis is an architectural response to, or rather, translation of, a canonical work 
of modern literature – James Joyce’s Ulysses. Understanding architecture to be a 
very effective communication tool, it questions both how a literary to architectural 
translation could occur and what such a translation would reveal about both 
architecture and the novel.

Ulysses is a complex literary labyrinth that has both perplexed and inspired 
architects and writers alike. The text explores the subtle, nuanced rhythms of an 
ordinary day in the city of Dublin. Contemplation, of the novel, forces new insights 
and meaning that become understood through observation of simple aspects of 
everyday existence.

This work questions how architecture can allow insight into these same observations. 
By comparing two different styles of translation, literal and free, it results in a series 
of architectural installations throughout Dublin. 

It reveals that neither method results in a perfect translation, and thus the architect 
or translator must be actively engaged in the translation— resulting in a co-authored 
piece.

Ultimately, the work concludes that the mere act of observation is enough to 
understand the rich beauty of simple everyday experiences. It is understood 
through reading the novel, or through the lived experience of architecture.

Fig. 0.01 James Joyce
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Arrangement

Ulysses, or at least parts of the novel, were first published in serial form in The 
Little Review between 1918 to 1921. It was not until 1922 that full versions of the book 
became available through Sylvia Beach’s Shakespeare and Company. Upon initial 
release, and even to this day, the novel puzzled new readers. The apparent cause is 
the seeming lack of any form of traditional structure. The novel oscillates between 
a variety of different themes and styles with very little distinguishing the end of one 
section and the beginning of another.

Anticipating the enormous complexity of such a monster novel Joyce provided two 
schemas; one given to Carlo Linati in 1920 and the other to Valery Larbaud in 1921, 
each honour-bound not to make it public. Their existence did not become known 
until Joyce authorised their publication in Stuart Gilbert’s commentary on the novel 
in 1934 (Ellman, 1972, p.xvi).

Each is “a sort of summary-key-skeleton-schema” (Ellman, 1972, p.187) that provides 
an entrance point for novice readers. They plan the novel down into eighteen, 
different chapters, or Episodes: each corresponding to a separate section in 
Homer’s epic poem The Odyssey. Ulysses can be understood as a retelling of this 
tale in contemporary Dublin. The characters, events and locations are all humorously 
loose interpretations of The Odyssey. In writing the novel, Joyce sought to “to 
blend the two ends of the western tradition like a multi-temporal, multi-territorial 
pun” (Ellman, 1972, p.2). 

Further investigation into the novel reveals a “complicated interlining of Episodes, 
Joyce had to lace early and late chapters with anticipations or reverberations of 
other chapters” (Ellman, 1972, p.2). Beneath the apparent unordered words, there is 
a carefully subtle, but enormously complex structure, laced with a fractal symmetry. 
The novel moves through movements of three with each “triad embody[ing] thesis, 
antithesis and synthesis. One symmetry requires another” (Ellman, 1972, p.2).

Fig. 0.03 Gilbert Schema
Fig. 0.04 (Following page) Dublin Bay
Fig. 0.05 (10-11) Aerial plan including movements
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This thesis is divided into three parts, Telemachia, The Odyssey and Nostos mirroring the structure of Ulysses. 
The Telemachia section sets out the scope of the study. The opening chapter, One Book Named Ulysses, gives a 
brief, but necessary introduction to the key themes and takeaways from the novel. Joyce the Architect, examines 
Joyce’s influence on the visual art and architectural world, including specific case studies. Finally, Lost and Found 
in Translation looks at the particular process of translation, and how a translation might occur between Ulysses 
and architecture. The purpose of this section determines the scope and scale of the translation and states its 
objectives.
 
The middle section, The Odyssey refers to the first attempts at translation, each resulting in an architectural 
installation. It takes two Episodes and examins how each could be separately translated using a literal, very 
structural translation method. It results in several small architectural outputs throughout the city.
 
The final section, Nostos, is the last act of translation. Learning from the previous two attempts, this translation is 
a looser interpretation of the novel. The results is the recreation of the main protagonist house which has been 
demolished in present-day Dublin. The final acts of this section are a reflection and conclusion of all of the attempts 
of translation. Questioning if it was a successful translation when compared to the initial scope and objectives.
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One book named 
Ulysses



1918

On June the 16th 1904, the vulgarity of a single Dublin day was prolonged 
through seven hundred pages in James Joyce’s novel Ulysses (Yeats, 
1959, as cited in Ellmann, p.634). During this day, the story follows the 
random ramblings of a multitude of minor characters whose narratives 
are inextricability interwoven. Focusing on the smallest and seemingly 
insignificant aspect of their lives, it renders a meticulously detailed 
account of the mundanity of everyday experiences.
 
At first glance, the words on the page seem to form an impenetrable mess 
of literary labyrinths and non sequitur references. Built across multiple 
interconnected layers of structure and using a wide range of writing 
styles, the novel has vexed new readers and academics alike. The paradox 
is that beneath all this complexity, behind the linguistic gymnastics lies 
the chronicles of an ordinary day in an ordinary city (Delany & Leeinski, 
1981, p.9).
 
From this simple premise, Joyce draws out some of the wittiest, crude and 
beautiful observations on life. The novel acts as a lens, allowing examination 
of our own lives. Undressing it forces the reader to contemplate new ways 
of seeing the world. Things that would have gone previously unnoticed are 
brought into the spotlight, lavished with attention; eating, drinking and 
wandering the streets all take on new meanings when understood in a 
Ulyssean way, shifting our perspective of the physical world around us and 
forcing new insights about ourselves.
 
The novel, in its purest form, is merely a retelling of Homer’s epic poem, The 
Odyssey. In The Odyssey, a hero named Ulysses, from witch Joyce draw 
the name of his novel traverses the seas of Greece on many adventures 
in his ultimate quest to return to his home on Ithaca. On his voyage, he 
encounters an array of mythological characters in fanciful places. Joyce 
takes this story, the adventures, people and places and portrays them as 
if they happened in Dublin over a single day. 
 
A journey on the river Styx becomes a tram ride across the city to a 
funeral. A brutish cycloptic monster becomes an ignorant drunkard who 
wears a monocle. Furthermore, the grand hero of The Odyssey, Ulysses 
– he becomes the meek, Jewish advertising salesman, Leopold Bloom, 
trying in earnest, just as Ulysses did to navigate his way home.

The Everyday 
Odyssey

Fig. 1.01 (previous) Aerial plan of 
Dublin, including movements 

Fig. 1.02 (following) Various Dublin 
scenes

1.01

Sailing his way around the street of Dublin on his quest to return to his 
modest Georgian house at No.7 Eccles St.  

In paralleling his novel with The Odyssey Joyce lassos, the epic down to 
earth, revealing that the daily quest of living life is a heroic act. The key 
to human nature lay in observing the most simple acts of man; ordering 
a drink, eating a meal, opening an umbrella, folding a newspaper (Delany 
& Leeinski, 1981, p.9). His heroes do not fit the conventional mould of 
the protagonist; his champions were the hundred-headed rabble of 
the cathedral close, waiters, tailors, fruit sellers and porters (Delany & 
Leeinski, 1981, p.9).
 
The grain of everyday life and everyday experiences extend beyond the 
mere retelling of The Odyssey. The novel uses everyday experiences 
to parody multiple great works of literature, form Dante’s Inferno to 
Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Alongside this are hundreds of references back to 
Irish writing and folklore, all amalgamating to create an incoherent mess 
of reference and allusions.
 
All the while, the novel oscillates between multiple different registers. 
Each Episodes appear in a completely different style to the previous; 
some are narratives, some plays, one is written as if it is a newspaper 
article and some push all conventions of the English language. Longwinded 
nonsensical sentences spanning multiple pages intersect their way into 
the novel. This style known as stream of consciousness mirrors the human 
thought process. It acts as an unfiltered transcript of each irrelevant 
thought.

The complex allusions or elaborate writing style may trap the reader 
within the bowels of the novel, but this is not their ultimate purpose. The 
novel, at its core, shows the reader that there is a different way to see 
the world. The simple act of observation can shift our perspective of the 
world, revealing an almost hidden beauty. The complexity of ordinary life 
becomes the focus of the novel. Showing that within all of life’s trappings, 
eating, sleeping and wandering the streets can be understood to be 
deeply involved, beautiful and ultimately heroic actions.
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Both Ulysses and Dublin are entwined, relying on each other it is difficult 
to imagine how either might live independently. Joyce exclusively used 
Dublin as a stage for all of his novels. Nevertheless, it is within Ulysses 
that the city shifts from the background into the foreground. Dublin is as 
pivotal as any of the characters in the book. The city shapes the form and 
structure of the novel. It is a chessboard on which Joyce arranged and 
rearranged his characters.

Dublin is a labyrinth. An idiosyncratic array of streets, canals, rivers, trams 
and railways are all knitted together to form the heart of the city. Its origins 
are diffuse and complex. Playing host to numerous civilisations, each had a 
different interpretation of what the city should be, each leaving a different 
imprint (McCullough, 2007, p.2). It appears as if everything is inexplicitly 
linked. The crossing of each street reveals some new element. Moving 
through the city streets disappear into the labyrinth only to reappear 
moments later.

In Ulysses, identities are always ambiguous. The reader must continuously 
shift between its many different registers, constantly approaching the same 
events from multiple angles. Like the city, the musings of the protagonist 
are inextricability woven (Campbell, 1997, p.51). Many of them disappearing 
and reappearing throughout the novel. Their actions are all governed by 
the fabric of the city. There is an intimate connection between the form 
of the novel and the layout of the city. In describing the city in this way, 
showing it from the perspective of a multitude of characters and their 
chance encounters with each other and the city, Joyce invests Dublin with 
a new identity (Campbell, 1997, p.51).

While possessing an acute understanding of the city, Joyce’s relationship 
was nevertheless tentative. Understanding it to be a microcosm of 
human nature, he believed that if he could understand Dublin, he could 
understand the world. “For myself, I always write about Dublin, because 
if I can get to the heart of Dublin, I can get to the heat of all the cities of 
the world. In the particular is contained the universal” (Joyce, 1959,  cited 
in Ellmann, p.634). 

Ultimately, his fascination with the claustrophobic nature of its fabric led 
him to the feeling of suffocation. At twenty-two, he left behind the

Urbs and Civitas
Fig. 1.03 1883 Bacon Map of Dublin
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labyrinth of Dublin to spend his life living in a self-imposed exile on mainland 
Europe (Anderson, 1988, p.37). The writing of Ulysses occurred entirely 
from memory. Joyce, believing that he lacked a creative imagination, 
prized memory above all else (Ellmann, 1959, p.250). Ulysses is more a 
reaction to or a rearrangement of the known world, rather than a creative 
exploration of the unknown (Gunn & Hart, 2004, p.45). The picture Joyce 
gives, while vivid, is ultimately nostalgic. It is this memory of the city and 
its people that becomes mirrored in the novel. He understands, like an 
architect, the intimate relationship formed between a citizen and the city. 

Joyce traced out each of their movements onto maps, calculating the 
minutes necessary to cover the given distance of the city (Delany & 
Leeinski, 1981, p.123). Each move, carefully considered places them in 
houses he knew, pubs he frequented and walking across cobblestones 
that he retraced (Delany & Leeinski, 1981, p.10). In seeking to give the novel 
an absolute validity, Joyce simultaneously gives us an insight into the real 
character of the city. The “very air of Dublin, the atmosphere, 

Fig. 1.04 Dublin Fabric
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the feeling, the place, almost indistinguishable, certainly inseparable, form 
his human characters” (Delany & Leeinski, 1981, p.10). 

The city is in the hearts and minds of its inhabitants as they wonder its 
streets; each is engaging in an intimate relationship with their surroundings, 
becoming linked. The origins of the word ‘city’ come from the Latin Urbs, 
a reference to the physical fabric (Campbell, 1997, p.51), and the Roman 
Civitas, the “emotions, rituals and convictions that take form in a city 
(Sennett, 1993, p.11)”. In Ulysses, Joyce unites these, rendering an image 
of Dublin that if it were ever to disappear all aspects of the city could be 
recreated from the words of his novel (Joyce, 1960, as cited in Budgen, 
p.68).
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On more than one occasion Joyce referred to himself as an architect 
(Bloomer, 1993, p.12), not in the physical sense of arranging bricks and 
mortar to form space, but rather in the nonphysical sense of arranging 
ideas and language to form an imaginative rendering of reality. His writing 
has always presented itself as a slight enigma for architects, a source of 
both confusion and inspiration. 

For many Irish architects, Ulysses is a fascinating image of the city of 
Dublin. Joyce seems to perfectly encapsulates the essence of life in the 
city (Campbell, 1997, p.44). Those who see the novel in this way draw 
inspiration from Joyce’s understanding of place and identity. Each reads 
and responds to its environs. Each is a homage to Joyce. To this day the 
novel sets the tone for many contemporary Irish architects and their 
approach to Dublin.

Many other architects and theorist are drawn to Joyce’s total dismantling 
of the English language, viewing him as the father of deconstructivism 
(Johnson, 1995, p.11). They want to emulate Joyce by pulling apart 
convention and syntax of architecture. Less interested in trying to 
understand his interpretation of the happenings of the novel, they see the 
work as a commentary on an understanding of order and structure. The 
influence of Joyce on these architects manifested itself less in physical 
interpretations and more in theoretical analyses. Both branches are 
crucial to understanding the implications that Joyce had on architecture.

Fig. 1.05 (previous) Aerial plan 
including movements

Fig. 1.06 Joyce’s Garden

Joyce and
Architecture

1.02
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Perhaps the most consequential architect in a post-Ulysses Dublin was 
the modernist Michael Scott. His firm, Scott Tallon Walker is responsible 
for some of the most impressive new buildings built across the city, and 
he was, in 1975 the first ever Irish recipient of the Royal Institute of British 
Architects Gold Medal. Most importantly, he was a keen Joycean. In 1954, 
he bought the Martello tower in Sandycove which prominently features in 
the opening chapter. He was instrumental in converting it to The James 
Joyce Museum. 

Scott most admired how Joyce took grand works of writing and portrayed 
them in an Irish setting, seeking to immortalise the quirky Irish identity 
within great works of fiction. His most prolific homage to Joyce was the 
home he built for himself near the Martello tower, Geragh Haus, one 
of the few modernist villas in Ireland. Scott tried to imitate Joyce by 
combining site-specific elements and parallels to grand canons of their 
respective subjects. Where Joyce used great works of literature, Scott 
sought to evoke a sense of place through modern architecture “[thinking] 
of the house as a series of descending circles – each one wider than the 
other… It is [a] tribute to the Tower and James Joyce. The portholes were 
a symbol of modern architecture” (Scott, 1993, p.10). Scott had so much 
enthusiasm for the project that he completed the design over a single day.

Michael Scott was not the only architect that was heavily involved in 
the opening of The James Joyce Museum. Niall Montgomery, who would 
later go on to serve as president of the Royal Institute of Irish Architects 
was also instrumental in its opening (O’Neil, 2015, p.53). As both a writer 
and an architect, Montgomery bridges the gap between literature and 
the built environment. Less know, for his new buildings, he pioneered 
work in the field of architectural conversation in an era when significant 
historic buildings were invaded and destroyed by both developers and 
government (O’Neil, 2015, p.23). Montgomery may be the only person able 
to match Joyce’s fascination with the fabric of the city. The element of the 
book that he drew the most inspiration from was Joyce’s portrayal of the 
unique tectonic of the city. He was interested in the way Joyce created a 
sense of place.

Joyce in Irish 
Architecture

Fig. 1.07 Geragh Haus
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Joyce understood Dublin as a unique city, wondering “if [there] was 
another like it” (Joyce, 1960, as cited in Budgen, p.68). He was interested 
in the scale of the city and its implication on human nature. Seeing Dublin 
as less of a city like London where everyone keeps to themselves in a 
“wilderness of brick and mortar” (Joyce, 1960, as cited in Budgen, p.68) 
and more like a town where “Everybody has time to hail a friend and start 
a conversation” (Joyce, 1960, as cited in Budgen, p.68).

Montgomery was interested in this aspect of the novel. Inspired by Ulysses, 
he “much-admired relationship in Dublin between the height of a person 
and the height of a building. The contrast in plainness of the facades with 
the occasional ornamented door and fanlight attracted him” (O’Neil, 2015, 
p.35). He was seeking a Ulyssean architecture of subtle interventions and
delicate restorations.

Here, two principal architects from the immediate years after Ulysses 
have a very tangible link to the work. Their work set a tone for Irish 
architecture, that still exists today. Ulysses still has a relationship to Dublin 
architecture. Contemporary Irish architects such as O’Donnell + Tuomey, 
Grafton Architects and Tom DePaor are synonymous with many ideas 
pioneered by Joyce.

Placemaking, scale, local as well as historical references are all fundamental 
tenets of the contemporary Irish architect. For example, Tom dePaor, in 
his Venice installation N3 uses 40,224 peat briquettes, an unassuming Irish 
object as the primary material. He arranged them along North-south axis 
in a literal N shape, as both a homage to north arrows on maps as well 
as to St. Nicholas, whose bones reside in Venice. The little installation 
is an artful “web of reference … [incorporating] a rich stew of ideas and 
references into a singular form” (Campbel, 2016). 

Like Michael Scott’s house, the very idea of a pavilion involves “reflecting 
national identity while appearing modern. N3 managed this consummately. 
It was made from the very ground of Ireland, transmuted through 
technical and intellectual labour into something quick-witted and radical” 
(Campbel, 2016).

Fig. 1.08 N3
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The influence of Ulysses on an architectural stage was not just limited to 
Irish architects The modernist novel was, in many academic eyes, the birth 
of the deconstruct movement. Joyce’s work infiltrated the architectural 
world during the linguistic turn of the late seventies and early eighties. 
“Joyce collapsed the traditional opposition between literature and 
philosophy” (Kearney, 1988, p.27). The pivotal figure, Jacques Derrida, 
discussed at great lengths the implications of Joyce on semiotics in a 
lecture and his analysis Post-structuralist Joyce. Derrida, every influential 
to architects, set the stage to begin to analyse buildings in a Joycean way. 

As the ideas of the linguistic turn slowly became adopted in the 
architectural world, many academics and architects turned to Joyce as 
a source of inspiration. Bernard Tschumi, who worked alongside Derrida, 
referred to Finnegan Wake, Joyce’s novel after Ulysses, as not a novel 
but rather one of the “greatest works of twentieth-century architecture” 
(Tschumi, 1993, as cited in Bloomer, p.12). Tschumi appeared to be less 
interested in the specific happenings of the novel and more interested in 
the order and logic derived from a chaotic imagined world (Johnson, 1995, 
p.17). Tschumi questions how such a structured view of the world might 
manifest itself in architecture.

His project, Joyce’s Garden (refer case studies) examines how the writing 
of Joyce can derive a programme for a series of projects across London’s 
Covent Garden. The structure of Ulysses comes from The Odyssey. This 
project was about the “superimposition of one text on another” (Tschumi, 
n.d., para.1). 

This project serves as the precedent for his latter, more influential work 
Parc de la Villette (Fig. 1.09). Both examine the imposition of highly 
ordered grids on seemingly lawless landscapes, much like Joyce using The 
Odyssey as an ordered codex for portraying chaos of a single day.

Tschumi student, Jennifer Bloomer also sought Joyce out to theorise 
architecture. Her writings parallel his work to the “three-dimensional 
architectural illustrations of Piranesi” (Johnson, 1995, p.18). Understand 
the text to be “a quasi three-dimensional text, and in its interwoven and 
colliding geometries, its incorporating of familiar, old materials and entities 
and fragments” (Bloomer, 1993, p.12).

Joyce in 
Architecture Theory

Fig. 1.09 Parc de la Villette
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Understanding the implicit complexities of the novels’ structure could be 
viewed as literary translations of Piranesi complex etchings of the city. 
Bloomer realised that alongside the simple paradoxical order suggested 
by Tscumni lay an “intricate architectonic [order] that reinforces its 
identity with the city. It … an allegorical work, a multi-layered palimpsest” 
(Bloomer, 1993, p.12). 

While these analyses of Joyce resulted in very few physical works the 
writing was highly influential towards the gradual shift to postmodernism. 
Contemporary architects such as Eric Own Moss, Enric Miralles and 
Daniel Libeskind all have the ghost of Joyce in them. It is perhaps only the 
latter who could trace back the origins to Joyce, citing him as one of his 
favourite authors and Ulysses as one on the most influential architecture 
books (Libeskind, 2018).

Fig. 1.10 Carcer Oscura
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For Dublin was a multi-sited temporary installation in Dublin, complete by 
contempered artists Frances Hegarty and Andrew Stones. The project 
consisted of nine pink neon quotes from the final Episode, Penelope. 
Each located in eight different sites. “It was intended as both an aesthetic 
pleasure, and an invocation of two ideas closely associated with James 
Joyce’s Ulysses: psychogeography and gendered speech” (Hegarty & 
Stones, n.d., para.2). 

The notion of psychogeography arises in the tension between the quoted 
work and its location. The use of pink neon forces a visible separation 
between the text and the dreary backdrop of the city. Each quote line 
also seems to juxtapose its location. Above bookmakers, ‘…I hate an 
unlucky man…’ was displayed. Next to the entrance to a pub, a giant 
pink ‘…of galloping drink ages ago the days like years…’, was erected. 
Each sign creating a humorous tension between the quoted line and the 
surroundings

For Dublin is a very literal translation of the novel. Taking excerpts and 
placing them around the city shows how different parts of the novel tie 
into different parts of the city. The humour found in the paradox between 
the words and their location forces a closer analysis of the surroundings.

For Dublin
Frances Hegarty and 
Andrew Stones 
1997

Fig. 1.11 For Dublin

1.02a 
- 
Case Study A
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How a Great 
Daily Organ is 
Turned Out

Fig. 1.12 How a great Daily Organ 
is Turned Out

1.02b
- 
Case Study B

Joyce was a source of inspiration for English painter and collage artist, 
Richard Hamilton. He was interested in Joyce’s declared principle ofre-
mbodying;l reweaving intermittent and opposite fragments of language 
(Hamilton et al., 2010, p.19). Hamilton sought, through visual means 
methods of distilling and depicting various concurring yet paradoxical 
themes. 

Hamilton’s work contains many different traces of Joyce’s work. The most 
tangible link is a collection of painting and collages complete in the late 
eighties. A direct translation of the novel was an “assemblage of styles and 
representations” (Hamilton et al., 2010, p.124), a direct projected copy of 
the everyday world rendered by Joyce. 

How a Great Daily Organ is Turned Out (1990), is a visual translation of 
the novel with eighteen smaller collages, each one corresponding to a 
different Episode. Each combined onto a larger collage. Like the novel, 
each is drawn and represented in a different style (Hamilton et al., 2010, 
p.124). A quite literal translation; even little knowledge of the novel allows 
the observer to understand the context of the images quickly. 

Like Joyce, Hamilton uses a variety of styles and techniques to portray the 
multifaceted ways of viewing the complexity of a single day. Joyce uses 
crude colloquial slang in one section, in the next he might use the formal 
structure of a paly and yet in another he may use sophisticated prose. For 
Hamilton, within a single image, he alternates between simple drawings, 
advertising graphics and highly detailed paintings.

Richard Hamilton
1990
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The 
Transmogrifications 
of Bloom

1.02b
- 
Case Study B

Richard Hamilition
1985

The Transmogrifications of Bloom (1985), is a painting that explores the 
various aspects of Bloom. Each version of Bloom appears to collapse onto 
another. Importantly a complete or whole rendering of the character is 
never displayed; instead, the observer must piece together the various 
fragments.

Where the previous collage formed a slightly disjointed collection 
of images, the employment of paint forced the translation to be much 
more cohesive. In a stylistic sense, it is one complete image. However, 
this approach loses the directness of the last translation. Being difficult 
to distinguish the exact connection to the novel, the painting represents 
some of the more subtle elements of the novel. In a way, this translation 
is much freer, a looser interpretation of the novel. This painting can be 
understood to be a much more personal reflection of the novel. it is a 
piece that not only translates the novel but also adds to it, allowing for 
further insight.

Importantly, both images show how a slight difference in translation results 
in very different outcomes, even for a single translator. The fundamental 
difference in the approach to the translation reveals different aspects of 
the novel.

Fig. 1.13 The Transmogrifications 
of Bloom
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Joyce’s Garden
Fig. 1.14 Joyce’s Garden

1.02c
- 
Case Study C

Joyce’s Garden was an experimental architecture project undertaken 
by architect and academic Bernard Tschumi and his students. The 
paper project did not involve Ulysses; rather, it involves Joyce’s later 
work; Finnegan’s Wake. The project uses intersections of an ordnance 
survey grid to form the location for several heterogeneous architectural 
interventions throughout the city of London.

In this architectural translation of Joyce, Tschumi is quick to point out 
that it was not an attempt to “reconcile the disparities resulting from the 
superimposition of one text [into] another” (Tschumi, n.d., para.1). During 
translation, a particular abstraction occurs. The text first derives a program, 
and then the program informs the architecture. This programmatic 
approach leads to resulting architecture without immediate connections 
to the writing. 

However, the novel approach shows the tension and complexity in such a 
translation. Of each of the case studies, this is the freest interpretation of 
Joyce. By utilising the programme as focused on the translation, Tschumi 
allows the writing to play an essential role without restricting the resulting 
architecture with a dogmatic rigour.

Bernard Tschumi
1976
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The case study all examined a different approach to unpacking Ulysses. 
While not necessarily architectural adaptations, they each examined 
different translations in their respective mediums. 

For Dublin, was the most mechanical and closely linked to the novel. 
Quite literally taking excerpts from the novel and visually displaying 
them. Showed how closely the book aligned itself with the city, it engaged 
passers-by to take greater note of their surroundings. No knowledge of 
the novel is required to understand this work.

In comparison, Richard Hamilton art pieces where more abstracted 
translations of the novel. Each examined how characters, ideas and 
themes are all represented. Unlike For Dublin, a basic understanding of 
the novel is useful when appreciating this work. 

Bernard Tschumi’s work was the most abstracted of all. Not focusing 
on the specific words, it tacks some of Joyce’s conceptual ideas and 
represents them in architecture. Even a comprehensive understanding 
of Joyce’s work won’t necessarily lead to a complete understanding of 
Tschumi’s work. 

They are each valid translation, but as a collective whole, they demonstrate 
that translation is not necessarily a straightforward endeavour. The scope 
and type of translation need to be carefully considered and adapted to 
best suit the audience. Subtle adjustments to the initial parameters of 
translation yield vastly different results.

Case Study 
Reflections

1.02



1.03

Lost and Found in 
Translation
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The problem with translating Joyce is that before an attempt is made, 
the translator must first translate him into English (Sinn, 1967, p.163). 
Translation, under the best of circumstances, is extremely frustrating and 
tedious. When the author is Joyce, the problem becomes formidable. He 
used language not only as a medium for his ideas but also twisting and 
contorting that medium until it becomes almost unrecognisable (Sinn, 
1967, p.163).

Joyce was keenly aware of this issue. He spent much of his early school 
years translating Latin into English, giving him an ease with the structure 
and makeup of languages. Excelling in this field quickly picked up other 
languages such as French, German and Italian. He was even self-taught 
in Norwegian just to read the work of Ibsen. It allowing him, in his writing 
to retool the English language. It is almost three-dimensional, allotropic, 
existing in at least “two distinct, and distinctively different, forms at one 
and the same time” (Johnson, 1993, p.xvii).

For spatial thinkers, the three-dimensional quality of the text becomes 
exceptionally interesting. What new elements of the novel might a spatial 
translation reveal? Moreover, in attempting to translate the novel, what 
might Joyce reveal about the world around us. These sentiments were 
emphasised by the Danish translator Mogens Boisen as early as 1919 in a 
letter to a colleague;

You sometimes feel that language is a very imperfect 
instrument for communicating thoughts … Joyce forces the 
readers to extendtend the words into space, into unknow, 
obscure realms, where they weird or fantastic patterns 
or stereometric structures, cer ebral configurations, the 
contemplation of which gives us new in sights – about 
ourselves (1967, p.168)

Fig. 1.15 (previous) Aerial plan 
including movements

Fig. 1.16 Arabic translation, 
including untranslatable English 
passages

1.03

The Issue is 
Translation.
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Translation, in the purest form, is taking the ideas represented by an author, 
or artist and recreating them in a different medium. Typically, translation 
occurs as an interlingual process, that is taking a given text and recreating 
it in a different language. The simplest could be interchanging a word or a 
phrase. As the scope expands the complexity of the authors, initial ideas 
make it more difficult to translate (Munday, 2001, p.261). Often ideas are 
both lost and gained. The new work becomes an altered, distorted version 
of the original.

An attempt at a translation is less about rendering a complete image of 
the text and more about trying to distil and recreate specific ideas. It 
becomes a joint venture between the original author and the translator. 
“The question of translation is a fascinating one. Every tiny part of a Joyce 
translation has its torytale to tell, it is a comment on the original text, a 
suggestion of what it might mean” (Sinn, 1967, p.163). 

The vagueness of translation makes it difficult to assess its quality. Each 
can be considered more of a systematic series of interpretations, as 
opposed to an exacting and precise method. Typically, translators try 
to place their work between literal, word-for-word translation or a free, 
sense-for-sense translation (Munday, 2001, p.31). In this thesis, the quality 
of the literal translation will is its resolution. The quality of free translation 
is its fidelity.

A good translation is not about prioritising one over the other but finding 
the right balance between the two. For example, in the translation of a 
legal document such as a contract, a high-resolution translation would 
be advisable. Often, each world in a contract is carefully selected and 
ordered to portray a specific condition of that contract. Any word omitted 
from or mistranslated could have a detrimental impact on understanding. 
In comparison, when translating a joke, the specifics of the words are 
rarely as crucial. Instead, the translator must focus on maintaining cultural 
relevance, timing and rhythm within the joke to ensure that it still retains 
its humour.

The paradox in translation Joyce is that both seem relevant. Joyce spent 
an entire day arranging and rearranging the words in just two sentences 
(Budgen, 1960, p.20), indicating the need for a high-resolution translation. 

1.03

However, when consulted on the Italian translation, he cared far more 
for the sound and rhythm of the words then insisted upon the rigour of 
their meaning (Halper, 1967, p.223)—implying the need for a higher fidelity 
translation.

There are too many puns, too many echoes of Irish poetry, 
too man literary allusions…so completely integrated with the 
ear and consciousness of the English-speaking peoples that 
… it is often impossible to create, recreate the intellectual, 
aesthetical and emotional impressions (Boisen, 1967, p.168).

The translator must know the right times to focus on the specific words 
and the right time to focus on the senses. “[T]he translator half hopes to 
displace the original text, or at least to release the energies that were 
latent in it but not yet fully expressed” (Kiberd, 2010 p.279-280). 

A further complication arises when translating outside the structure 
of spoken languages. This type of translation is known as intersemiotic 
(Jakobson, 1959, p.223), involves taking a text and converting it into physical, 
non-verbal language such as architecture. It becomes difficult for the work 
not to evolve simply into homage or an unfortunate duplication. A clear 
structure is needed to avoid this. The methodology must set out the exact 
way to break down the English version of the text before recreating it in 
an architectural language.

Architecture has, throughout its history, developed a unique language. 
Often the motifs behind design lie in communicating some idea or thought. 
Verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs are all substituted out in favour of 
architectural conventions such as walls, floors, windows and doors.

The purpose of this study is to test if architecture can be a useful 
communication tool for representing the ideas of Joyce. Firstly, can the 
novel be translated? – If so, in what way? Either a high-resolution literal 
translation, 0r, a high-fidelity free translation. Finally, can the translation 
of Joyce reveal a new way of looking at architecture, and, in turn, can an 
architectural translation show something new about the novel?
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Methodology
The most crucial aspect of any translation is establishing the scope and 
objectives. The scope of this translation is not to recreate the entire novel. 
Instead, it chooses to focus on specific sections and Episodes, examining 
how a translation can rearrange the novel into architecture. The novel is 
used as a lens to analyses how architecture can offer subtle insights into 
daily life. The aim of the translation examines how well this character of 
the novel is maintained within the architectural translations.

Both a literal, word for word translation and a free, idea for idea translation 
is used to determine the best balance of translation. The next section, 
The Odyssey examines how two Episodes, Eps.01 and Eps.10 can be 
systematically translated into architecture.

The final section, Nostos studies how a free, idea for idea translation might 
occur. It takes the concept of the home, which is discussed at great length 
in Eps.17 and examines how it can be recreated in a Ulyssean way. This 
section ends with a conclusion and back translation. The back-translation 
is used to evaluate each of the different styles of translation, determining 
what translated well and what the translation missed.

Fig. 1.17 Overall Methodology 
Digram 
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English Language

Literal, word for word translations are very structured in their approach; 
linguistically, they try to replace each word with the closest corresponding 
word. An architectural translation is challenging because the structure of 
both languages is very different; there isn’t necessarily any relevant words. 
Words and brick cannot easily be interchanged. 

The literal translation first decodes the initial enigma of the text into 
various other forms such as collage and sculpture. These forms are not as 
structured as architecture and thus are more comparable to translation. 
These separate forms can then be combined into an architecture. The 
four steps in this translation are broken down as follows.

Collage – The collage, is a method of collecting all the various allusions 
and references in each Episode and representing them visually. Like the 
work of Richard Hamilton, they are visual representations of the multiple 
charters, ideas and themes. The collages are void of any architecture or 
spatial quality.

Sculpture – The technique Joyce employees in each Episode varies and 
the sculpture examines a spatial translation of the specific arrangement 
of the words. The style in which Joyce writes is carefully selected to 
focus the readers’ attention on some particular aspect of the novel. The 
sculpture is a spatial way of representing this technique. 

Drawing – The drawing stage steps away from the primary text, combining 
the collage and the sculpture to begin to formulate architectural object. 
Conventional drawings such as plans, sections or elevations are all used. 
These are the first steps in portraying Ulysses in a viable architectural 
medium.

Model – The final steps are to derive a physical model from the drawings 
- an isomorphic three-dimensional representation of what Ulyssean
architectural intervention might look.

Reflection occurs once the translated architectural objects are complete. 

1.03

Methodology - 
Literal Translation

Fig. 1.18 Literal Methodology 
Digram 
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Free translation, in comparison to literal translation, is looser and less 
systematic.  It involves that translation of ideas and senses, rather than 
specific words. Again, a collage is used in conjunction with the novel to 
refine these ideas. Like Tschumi, these ideas can be used to derive an 
architectural program.
 
Once the program has been defined the role of the architect can become 
more prominent. In some sense, the translation is liberated from the 
words of the novel and the resulting architecture can develop somewhat 
independently of the novel.
 
In the previous translation, both the drawing and design phase was 
quite restrictive and straightforward. This translation allows a further 
embellishment of the drawings. It examines some of the ideas as to why 
Joyce wrote sections in specific ways and recreating those techniques 
through sophisticated architectural drawings.
 
This translation does not follow chronicle series of steps. It need not 
occur in a prescribed order; there are allowances for a back and forth 
between each stage. If the translation uncovers a new idea or thought, it 
can be seamlessly amalgamated into the existing translation. 

The goal of this type of translation is not about rendering the architecture 
in the exactness of the novel. Instead, it is about retaining the highest 
fidelity of the ideas. The question shifts from: What does Joyce say? To; 
What would Joyce Do?

1.03

Methodology - 
Free Translation

Fig. 1.19 Free Methodology Digram 
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There is a curious air to the opening of Ulysses. It is not exactly the 
morning of creation that we might expect. Instead, it feels like it is the 
morning after (Ellman, 1972, p.9). Occurring at 8 am the first few pages are 
dedicated the shared morning routine of three characters; Plump Buck 
Mulligan, the English Haines and main protagonist of the Episode, Stephen 
Dedalus. Simple acts such as shaving, washing and eating are all depicted 
as if they were high or noble acts, seemingly mocking their insignificance.

The actions begin on the roof of a Martello Tower in Sandycove, 
approximately ten miles south of the centre of Dublin. Martello Towers 
are small circular objects. Often built on a highpoint next to the water, 
their sole purpose was an observation point to warn of a Napoleonic 
invasion (Loeber et al., 2015, p.239). 

In Ulysses, the characters, who have slept in the tower have their breakfast 
on its roof. They are observing Dublin, and it’s bay over the parapet.
Each is laying out their plans for the day and by proxy the action of the 
novel. In “writing this first Episode, Joyce laid out an intricated plan, like a 
plan of battle” (Ellman, 1972, p.9). 

Immediately north of the tower, protruding into the Irish Sea is a knuckle 
of rock that has been gnawed by the ocean. Colloquially know as Forty 
Foot this outcrop of rock has been used by locals as an informal swimming 
spot, “a male bastion, a curious little place where myriad men sit about 
in aimless nakedness” (Budgen, 1960, p.21). The rock, almost void of any 
formal structure consist of an ad-hoc arrangement of eroded concrete 
paths and spindly railings—no place to hide other than the cold depths of 
the Irish (Fig 2.02).

It is here that the characters choose to begin their day. Mulligan immerses 
himself into the freezing ocean, Haines smokes on the rocks and Stephen 
departs on a quest towards Dublin.

Fig. 2.01 (Previous) Forty Foot from 
the Martello Tower

Fig. 2.02 Forty Foot - Various 
scenes

Background
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Fig. 2.03 Forty Foot from the Mar-
tello Tower

According to Joyce’s schemas, the Episode is written in a narrative style. A 
relatively simple, straight forward way of depicting the action of the novel. 
However, further reading and exploration of the Episode reveal a subtle, 
complex web of literary and spatial allusions.

An investigation into these allusions reveals a hidden agenda to the 
Episode. There is a certain subtext existing behind each of the words. As 
the readers’ shifts, their perspective on the text, they reveal new insights 
and new understandings of the Episode.

This allotropic element of the Episode means that the word shifts and 
change there, meaning as the reader changes their perspective. There is a 
distinct difference between what is seen and what is believed to be seen. 

At six different points in this Episode, Joyce references the view across 
all of Dublin from the parapet. There is a sense of optimism, three young 
gentlemen surveying Dublin as if it were a site plan. Each plotting there 
voyages through the city. 

Beneath this optimism, there is a series of ancient greek references. The 
most overt is the name of the primary character Stephen Daedalus. An 
“absurd name, an ancient Greek!” (Joyce, 1986, p.3) Dedalus is a direct 
reference to the ancient greet architect with the same name (Budgen, 
1960, p.18). In greek methodology, Deadlus was the skilled architect who 
designed the labyrinth that entrapped the Minotaur. 

The labyrinth underpins this Episode, the counterpoint to the optimism 
of the Martello Tower. Where a Martello Tower is an architectural object 
with the sole purpose of observing the world around it, the labyrinth 
completely restricts any view to daze and confuse the occupant into 
getting lost.

Joyce uses this spatial tension throughout the Episode. In one sense, atop 
the tower, there is a jovial nature to the characters. Able to fully see all the 
worlds around them. In another, there is a deeper uncertain about their 
position, lost within their labyrinths.

2.01



Fig. 2.04 Forty Foot Aerial plan
1. Matello Tower
2. Geragh Haus
3. Army Barraks
4. Forty Foot

This tension comes to a head at the end of the Episode when they go 
for a swim. Forty Foot is rather curious as it is completely exposed with 
very few places to quickly undresses. There is a particular vulnerability 
to getting changed. The complete open observable area heightens this 
vulnerability at Forty Foot.

The first installation examines the rather strange rocks on witch a 
multitude of Dubliners gets changed, momentarily exposing themselves 
to the vast swathes of the Irish sea. It proposes a series of labyrinth-like 
walls to provide some shelter for the swimmers to get changed.
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The first act of translation takes the words of the opening Episode and 
imagines them as a visual collage. Beneath the text, there are multiple 
different spatial allusions made that are often at odds with each other. 
They play on structures that restrict or allow views. The reader is never 
quite sure of what the exact meaning or implication is.

This collage translates these allusions into a visual drawing. Then it 
collapses them together, forming the final image. Viewed as a process of 
palimpsest, it mirrors the Episode in that a series of sporadic references 
woven together to create a cohesive image. 

At the very centre of the college, there is the circular plan of a Martello 
Tower. Overlapping the Martello Tower plan is the “Omphalos”(Joyce, 
1986, p.11), an ancient Greek stone patterned by a series of overlapping 
circles, believed to represent the centre of the world. The parallel that 
Joyce draws means that the modest tower adopts an almost mythical 
status.

An extensive plan of a labyrinth encompasses the Martello Tower. Each 
plan is at odds with the other. The Martello tower focuses observation of 
the outer world, whereas the labyrinth restricts views to the outside in an 
attempt to disorientate.

Behind both plans is a site plan of the castle and waters of Elsinore. The 
parallel between the Martello tower and the castle is the third reference. 
The Castle of Elsinore was the backdrop for Hamlet, and reference is 
made between Stephen Dedalus and Hamlet (Joyce, 1986, p.30). The 
specific reference occurs at the point in the play where characters fear 
Hamlet will step over the parapet into the ocean below and drown. In 
Ulysses, the act of sacrifice is not dramatized but does still occur in the 
immersive swim in the cold Irish Sea at the end of the Episode.

At the very back, encompassing the entire collage are the words of the 
Episode—blue words on a blue backdrop. The words are appearing as if 
they were part of the sea, allowing the reader to drown within their realms.

Fig. 2.05 Collage

Collage

2.01



Sculpture
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2.01

Joyce uses the arrangement of words in a specific way to draw the readers 
attention to some aspect of the Episode. The sculpture acts as a spatial 
translation of this arrangement. In writing this Episode, Joyce layered the 
text with multiple subtexts. It seems that behind every word, there is a 
secondary or tertiary meaning. This subtext gave it, an almost unstable 
form. As such, the reader must constantly shift their perspective. Each 
different perspective is offering new insight into the Episode.
 
The purpose of the sculpture is not about to represent a vivid image of 
the Episode, like the Collage. Instead, the sculpture depicts the way Joyce 
arranged those words, using language as a tool for gaining insights into 
the world. In writing this Episode, Joyce shows that there is an inherent 
complexity to even simple benign events and that a change in perspective 
can reveal new insights. The challenge is to represent this quality of the 
Episode in an object.
 
The sculpture exploits a visual phenomenon known as Moiré patterns (Fig. 
2.06). These patterns occur when two slightly displaced patterns, typically 
parallel lines move past one and other. The movement induces a sensation 
of a third pattern appearing and moving across the page. Usually, these 
patterns are often novelty optical illusions, but careful calculations allow 
for the illusion of complex three-dimensional shapes to seem to move on 
the page. 
 
There is an obvious relation to the text; Joyce takes static words and 
carefully arranges on the page to give a sense of depth and three-
dimensionality. Moiré patterns take static images, and through careful 
manipulation can create dynamic images that appear to move. The difficulty 
is taking Moiré Patterns, which typically existing on two-dimensional 
panes and creating an object that would replicate this phenomenon in a 
spatial world.

Fig. 2.06 Sclupture 



The sculpture is composed of two concentric circle screens; the inner 
screen is the projected screen, consisting of multiple cut parallel lines 
of different colours. The outer screen is a series of black vertical struts. 
Unlike Moiré Patterns, the screens do not need to move to create the 
illusion of depth. Instead, because the screens are separated and circular 
form, the observer needs to move around them. In doing so, the colours 
on the inner screen flicker and move, creating an illusion of depth and 
three-dimensionality.

Where the reader must mentally shift their perspective and look for 
new forms found in the Episode, the observer must physically shift 
around the sculpture to reveal the images embedded within it. Like the 
novel, there is not a final, or complete image that can be understood 
from a single perspective. Instead, the inner layer is the culmination of 
several fragmented or dislocated images were that the observer must 
continuously move to understand the image.
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Fig. 2.07 Sclupture - Axo

2.01
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The model was constructed by first carefully cutting a series of timber 
slats that would act as the outer layer (Fig 2.08-A). These had to be 
carefully numbered and arranged, ensuring that they were placed in the 
right sequence (Fig. 2.09). 

The thickness of bars of colour on the inner circle was vital to giving the 
illusion of debt and three dimensionalities. Multiple prints where made 
all examining how the different colours, shapes and weights of the lines 
affected the final sculpture. 

The final sculpture sits atop a steel plinth at eye level. As the observer 
moves around the sculpture, the shapes inside appear and disappear.  
Like the novel, it feels as if it always needs to circumnavigate attempting 
to understand the images beneath.

Fig. 2.08 Eps.1 - Model making

Fig.2.09 Eps.1 - Numbering the slats

Fig. 2.10 (Following) Eps.1 - 
Sculpture

Fig. 2.11 (p 78-9) Eps.1 - Sculpture
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The drawing stage attempts to combine both the Collage and the 
Sculpture stage—the beginning part of the architectural translation. 
The Collage examines the paradoxical relationship between the plan of 
the Martello tower and the plan of the labyrinth. At the same time, the 
Sculpture examed how objects could morph and change form through 
movement. 
 
The basic premises were imposed parts of the labyrinth walls onto Forty 
Foot. Then cut sections of the walls would reveal different views of the 
city that would only become apparent through movement around the 
installation. 
 
The most appropriate drawing style was a plan. The various sightlines in the 
Episode are placed onto an aerial plan (Fig 2.12). Atop the Martello tower, 
the most striking feature is the outcrop of Howth Head. It is the location 
of the final scene of the novel where the characters “were lying among the 
rhododendrons on Howth head” (Joyce, 1986, p.1303). Reference is made 
to the city when Deadlus mounted “the parapet again and gazed out over 
Dublin bay” (Joyce, 1986, p. 5). Finally, the last, infamous reference is made 
to when they halted and looked towards the “blunt cape of Bray Head 
that lay on the water like the snout of a sleeping whale” (Joyce, 1986, p.11).
 
Each of these three observations would be used as guides to set out the 
arrangement of the walls at Forty Foot.

Drawing

2.01

Fig. 2.12 Aerial Plan with overlayed 
drawing
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The installation comprises of two parts. The first is the labyrinth series of 
cascading walls that originate from the centre of the Martello Tower (Fig 
2.13). Axis of the views from the Episode is overlaid—each cutting a void in 
the walls to form views mentioned. Each view being reviled form a different 
part of Forty Foot encouraging movement around the installation.

The second component was a lightweight roof structure that juxtaposes 
the hard-concrete walls below. Where the walls originate out form the 
Martello tower, the roof structure originates from the old adjacent 
barracks (Fig 2.14). The conflicting grid setout creates tension like the 
pressure created in the text between the primary body and the subtext.

 

Fig. 2.13 Concept sketch - site plan

Fig. 2.14 Concept sketch - site plan

Fig. 2.15 (Following) Concept 
sketch - site plan
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The final drawing (Fig. 2.16) shows the various layered relationships. One 
between the Martello tower and the walls. Another between the barracks 
and the roof structure. A final imposed across the entire drawing in red is 
the relationship between the installation and the various views out across 
Dublin.

Fig. 2.16 Site plan

Fig. 2.17 (Following) site plan
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The model (Fig 2.18) represents the final design of the installation and, in 
turn, the completion of the translation. Its purpose is to test the spatial 
quality of the translation. Throughout this Episode, the circle has appeared 
as a recurring shape. As such the final model is circular, sitting on a rimu 
timber base atop a steel stand. It captures both the installation and the 
surrounding features such as the rocks and the decrepit army barracks.

The intention of this design was never to distil the unique character of 
changing at Forty Foot. Designing an enclosed clinical changing facility 
defeats the unique essence of the place. Instead, the goal was to provide 
a slightly more dignified place to get changed. A couple of walls were to 
hide behind before re-emerging to be swallowed by the sea.

Model

2.01

Fig. 2.18 Model
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The model needed to communicate the rough and harsh character of 
Forty Foot. As such, the material chosen to represent the bulk of the 
model was concrete. A black oxide concrete represents the sea. A lighter 
grey cement represents the existing structures and the rocks. Each cast 
from a single gold foam Mould (Fig. 2.19). A black MDF is used to describe 
the cascading walls while a lighter hoop pin plywood represents the roof 
structure.

2.01

Fig. 2.19 Model making
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The first test examined how the different mixtures of concrete combined 
and how well a gold foam formwork would work. The oxide, cement 
and water where all carefully weighted (Fig. 2.20 - A) before test pour 
occurred.

The final large Mould consisted of two separate pours. The first of the 
lighter grey cement filled in around the existing buildings and rocks. Once 
set, it was scraped and sanded back to form a smooth surface for the final 
pour (Fig 2.20 - F/H). 
 
The last pour used the back-oxide concrete to make up the sea base. 
Once this had set the gold foam was carefully removed (Fig 2.20 - J-M), 
revealing the two-tone concrete model base.

Fig. 2.20
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Fig. 2.20 Model making - various 
scenes
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Fig. 2.22

Bent circular hoop pine made the roof structure. Each different profile 
had to be carefully cut, numbered (Fig 2.22 -A) and placed in a bath of 
boiling water (Fig 2.22 - C). Once malleable, they were carefully bent 
around custom jigs. Once dried each was slotted into place.

The roof structure and the black walls were separately combined with the 
concrete base to create the final modal (Fig 2.3)

Fig. 2.21 Model making - concrete 
base

Fig. 2.22 Model making - various 
scenes

Fig. 2.23 (Following) Model

Fig. 2.24 (p 100-1) Model

Fig. 2.25 (102-3) Model

Fig. 2.26 (104-5 )Model
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Joyce, when working on Episode 10, was more akin to an engineer, than he 
was to a writer (Budgen, 1960, p.121). Using an array of old maps, compasses, 
rulers and a timepiece, he carefully calibrated the precise movement of 
the citizens of Dublin as they traverse through its core (Budgen, 1960, 
p.100). 

The Episode, Wandering rocks occurs approximately halfway through 
the novel, between the hours of three and four. The city is presented, 
up until this point, form the perspective of a handful of main characters. 
This Episode breaks the Mould, a well-constructed matrix of nineteen 
short vignettes each following a minor character as they navigate their 
way through the city.
 
This Episode is, particularly about Dublin. Not Bloom, not Stephen is 
here the principal personage, but Dublin itself. Its houses, streets, spaces, 
tramways and waterways are shown, and the people appear as sons and 
daughters and guests of the city (Budgen, 1960, p.123).

Background

2.02

Fig. 2.26 (previous) Merrion 
Square

Fig. 2.27 Dublin City - various 
scenes
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Martin Cunningham-10(G)

Cavalcade-10(S)

Essex St.-10(d)
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These short vignettes are inextricably woven, crossing over and into each 
other. As one character walks down a street, another might pass them by 
walking down a perpendicular street. They, in turn, pass by yet another 
character moments later. This pattern continues until all of Dublin has 
been crossed. 
 
Each of these short stories is a carefully framed middle. No beginnings, no 
background or motif to describe how each has arrived in the city. Likewise, 
there are no endings, no clean or neat resolution to any of the stories. The 
Episode is the literary equivale of watching. The characters momentarily 
appear, and, for a brief few pages, Dublin is perceived through their eyes, 
and then they disappear. Vanishing back into the labyrinth of the city from 
which they came.

Fig. 2.28 Aerial plan of Dublin City 
with movements overlayed
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The Episode does not develop whatever remnants of the plot that remain. 
It is almost a break from the story. Wandering rocks plays on the notion 
of literary parallax. Joyce saw this Episode as an opportunity to show 
characters, including the city from as many different perspectives as 
possible. His goal with the novel was to present the character as a whole 
and complete. Each understood from any angle. Viewing them not as two 
dimensional but “seeing them form all sides … all-round in the sense of [a] 
sculptor’s figure” (Joyce, 1960, cited in Budgen, p.17).
 
This translation examines just three of the vignettes. Each is exploring a 
different area of the city—the first look at Tom Rochford as he navigates 
the streets of Temple Bar. The second follows Patrick Dignam as he rushes 
down the busy Wicklow Street shopping promenade. The final follows 
Cashel Boyle as he casually wanders down Merrion Square.
 
The Episode is the literary equivariant of people watching. As such, the 
brief is to design an outdoor bench that allows people to sit and watch 
the world pass. Each seat is different as it is a different translation of a 
perspective of Dublin.
 

Fig. 2.29 Aerial axo of Dublin City 
 1. Temple Bar
 2. Wicklow St.
 3. Merrion Square
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Parallax is the apparent displacement of objects when viewed from 
multiple angles. Joyce uses it to describe various characters and parts of 
Dublin. Interestingly, the idea of parallax has been used by several artists 
to represent objects in two dimensions. Cubism, the artistic movement 
that rejected perspective in favour of simple interlocking two-dimensional 
panes was prominent during the writing of the novel. This Episode, in 
turn, might be viewed as a literary translation of a cubist painting. Both 
the writer and the painter equally interest in the dissolving the image of 
reality into an abstracted extremely complex picture (Johnson, 1995, p.19). 
 
This college comprises of several intertwined elongated cuboids. Each 
cuboid is an abstract representation of the journeys undertaken in each 
vignette. On one face, there is a collection of words and sentences from 
the novel that describe specific parts of the fabric of Dublin. On the 
other face is a photomontage elevation of the particular streets that the 
protagonist walks down. 
 
The projection of each cuboid is distorted as each is seen from a different 
angle. They all exist on a flat plane looking at one cuboid results in the 
others becoming wildly distorted. Also, like Joyce’s semi-random way of 
ordering each story, the cuboids pass over each other in a nonsensical 
way. They pass over each other ins such a way to dispel any sense of 
hierarchy, resulting in an optical illusion alike to a Penrose Triangle. 

The most significant two cuboids come together to form a crucifix, the 
Episode and indeed most of the novel is latent with religious undertones. 
Each of these is representative of the first and last vignette, by far the 
two longest in the Episode and subsequently, cover the furthest distance. 
Each used to tie the smaller vignettes together. 

The blue circle behind the cuboids is a representation of the River Liffey. 
The Episode acts as a marker, delineating the first half of the novel from 
the second—the river acts as a boundary separating the north half of the 
city from the south.

Collage

2.02

Fig. 2.30 Collage
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2.02

Sculpture
In addition to writing, Joyce was fascinated with the ideas of early 
cinematography. He is responsible for opening Irelands first picture 
house, The Volta Cinematograph in 1909. Episode 10, within multiple 
parallel narratives, is the most cinematic of the entire novel. The sculpture 
takes the form of three different camera viewfinders. Each at slightly 
different angles and collapses into themself to form a single object. Their 
combination mirrors the multiple characters whose stories overlap.

Fig. 2.31 Sackville St. Dublin in 1929 
with frames overlayed

Content removed for 
copyright purposes



Each viewfinder has multiple horizontal slats that meshed into each other. 
The final sculpture sits onto of a steel base at eye level. As the user moves 
around the object, the viewfinders blur out the surrounding visual noise 
and focus attention onto a single element. Joyce blurs out the backdrop 
of the characters life, choosing only to examine a brief moment. The 
viewfinders distort the background, focusing only on what is in the frame.

120

Fig. 2.32 Sclupture - Axo

2.02



Constructing the physical model took several attempts, the first way 
attempted to layer and cut of each separate element. Slight inaccuracies 
and imbalances when glueing the pieces together meant that at the model 
progressed upward the sculpture became unstable. 

The second attempt used a thinner card material and cutting each 
elevation as a single piece. This method saved much time, but the card 
proved to be too flexible to support itself.

The final attempt saw a sturdier MDF used with smaller ‘key’ pieces 
used to combine the various corners. These ‘key’ pieces allowed the 
components of the viewfinder to be made and combined before being 
locked into each other.
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Fig. 2.33 Model making

Fig.2.34 (following) Model

Fig. 2.35 (p 124-5) Model

Fig. 2.36 (p 126-7) Model
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This vignette follows Tom Rochford and his escapades around the street 
of Temple Bar. It epitomises the essence of this Episode as a whole. As 
he and a couple of friends meandered around with no real purpose, they 
gossip about their fellow Dubliners. Some of the people they discuss are 
of little or no importance in the book, while others are key figures. The 
concluding sentence, where they consider the main character, Leopold 
Bloom, as “not one of your common or garden … There’s a touch of the 
artist about [him]” (Joyce, 1986, p.423) is one of the most important 
sentences in the entire Episode.
 
Up until this point, Bloom’s meek character has been lightly ridiculed by 
his friend, becoming the butt of many anti-Semitic jokes. This sentence is 
the first time that Joyce portrays Bloom in any positive light. This single 
sentence gives a new insight into a sliver of his character. That is what this 
vignette is about, narrow perspectives of different characters in a new 
light. It does not present a complete picture of any character, but it does 
give an alternative angle on which to view characters.
 
The premise of this bench was to create a wall between the street and 
the footpath. The wall would be punctuated with a series of Vertical 
voids, allowing a narrow elevation of the characters and places behind it. 
Obscuring the whole authentic images of people and only ever presenting 
small fragment views.

Drawing A

2.02a
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Fig. 2.37 Concept Sketch



The bench, located on the corner of Essex St. and was developed through 
a long elevation. The bench comprises of a series of timber columns 
gently bending around the existing footpath, creating a small square on 
the footpath. The columns are all at slightly differing angles.
 From the street, the profiles of the people in the square are dissected. 
 
As the observers walk around Essex St, as Tom Rochford and company 
did, different parts of the square become visible. The purpose of this 
bench was never to present a whole image of a person beyond, rather 
only ever to present slight narrow views of the people just as Rochford 
did when discussing his fellow characters.

131130 N

Fig. 2.38 Plan

Fig. 2.39 Elevation
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Fig. 2.39 (continued) Elevation



The model is fixed to a cedar base and supported on a steel plinth. It 
consists of several identical hoop pine columns supported by a black 
MDF structure. The gradual sweep based on the corner of Essex St. 
 
One of the unexpected features of the model was how the light passed 
through it. Depending on the varying angles, the light would either slip 
through the cracks or be obscured and form a showed. Even the slightest 
adjustment of light resulted in the cast shadow flickering, forming and 
reforming new shapes.

Model A
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2.02a

Fig. 2.40 Eps.10-01 Model

Fig. 2.41 (following) Model

Fig. 2.42 (p 138-9) Model

Fig. 2.43 (p 140-1) Model
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Master Patrick Dignam, begins his vignette in the “blooming dull … parlour 
“(Joyce, 1986, p.452) waiting to retrieve porksteaks that he has been sent 
for. After escaping, he finds himself walking down Wicklow Street towards 
Grafton, two of the busiest arterial shopping streets in Dublin. Out of the 
corner of his eye, he spots a poster for a boxing match between “Myler 
Keogh, Dublin’s Pet Lamb [and] Sergeantmajor Bennett, the portobello 
bruiser” (Joyce, 1986, p.542). 
 
The idea of boxing matches takes on a unique role in this vignette. As 
Patrick makes his way around the streets, between the busy shoppers, he 
propositions boxing matches in his head between the various shoppers. 
He notices little nuances of people as they walk past him that may indicate 
if they would make a good fighter.
 
He first notices people’s hands or puckers. Wondering how strong they 
look and what sort of punch they could give, “one puck in the wind 
from that fellow would knock you into the middle of next week” (Joyce, 
1986, p.453). Moving onto feet, he searches the passers-by for “a swell 
pair of kick” (Joyce, 1986, p.453). Finally, he moves on to the thickness of 
someone’s neck in proportion to their collar, looking for a “collar [that] 
sprang up” (Joyce, 1986, p.453).
 

Drawing B

2.02b
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Fig. 2.44 Concept Sketch



These rather peculiar, comical observations are slightly bizarre things to 
notice and ponder. Nevertheless, they make for an interesting bench. 
The design developed through a series of cross-sections that cut through 
Wicklow street. The premises was for two runs of timber slats that pitch 
would verify slightly. At a certain prescribed angle, the pitches of the 
two runs would align, allowing the observer on one side to see through 
the object to the other. These angles are determined in such a way that 
looking through on one side would result in them lining up with either 
someone kicks, puckers or collars. 

Fig. 2.45 Plan

Fig. 2.46 Section

145144
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Fig. 2.47 Section

Fig. 2.48 Section



The model sets on top of a cedar base supported on a steel plinth. It 
consists of several identical hoop pine slats connected to a black MDF 
structure. Each set of slats use a different starting angle (Fig. 2.50-D), 
when viewed for either side different parts of the background become 
visible (Fig. 2.52). It is not tricky to imagine how a full-scale version could 
pick out different kicks, pucks and collars on the opposite side.

Model B

2.02b
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Fig. 2.49 Model

Fig. 2.50 (following) Model

Fig. 2.51 (p 152-3)  Model

Fig. 2.52 (p 154-5) Model
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Fig. 2.53 Concept sketch

2.02c

Cashel Boyle O’Connor Fitzmaurice Tindall Ferrell, despite having quite 
probably the longest name in the book has one of the shortest sections 
dedicated to him. He is , quite merely going for a stroll along the railings of 
Merrion Square. As he does, he looks at the elongated array of Georgian 
houses of the opposite street. Noting that the windows are like pictures 
hung on a wall. From “Mr Lewis Werner’s Cheerful windows” (Joyce, 1986, 
p.451) through to “Mr Blooms’ Dental Window” (Joyce, 1986, p.451). Each 
window is like a carefully constructed three-dimension image into the 
house behind.
 
Interestingly, in contemporary Dublin, pictures now appear on the other 
side of the street. Local amateur artist flock to the street to fix their 
painting onto the railings of the park(Fig 2.27 - D). The purpose of this 
bench was to create a small shelter for these artists.

Drawing C



The premise behind this bench was to embed several windows into 
the elevation. Achieved by four layers of parallel columns with voids 
sporadically cut in them. The sections that are void of columns at as 
windows that are only visible form particular angles. From any other 
aspects, the voids are hidden by the other rows of columns. Moving around 
the bench results in windows appearing, disappearing and reappearing 
within the elevation.

159158
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Fig. 2.54 Plan

Fig. 2.55 Elevation
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Fig. 2.56 Elevation
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The model consists of a cedar base with black MDF columns, all sitting 
atop a steel plinth. Movement up and down the model revels the different 
windows hidden in it. Standing parallel to the direction of one of the walls 
of columns, the void of the window becomes apparent. Moving around the 
model, where the columns are no longer parallel with the line of sight, the 
window disappears, lost in a forest of columns. Resulting in a curious little 
model with appear and disappearing windows that flicker into momentary 
existing only to be lost again.

Fig. 2.57 Model

Fig. 2.58 (following)  Model

Fig. 2.59 (p 166-7) Model

Fig. 2.60 (p 168-9) Model

Model C

2.02c
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The adage that a picture is worth a thousand words seems particularly apt 
in a Joycean spatial translation. By proxy, it implies that a thousand words 
would be required to describe a single picture. Ultimately words and 
writing are a process of framing. It is impossible to depict all the mundane 
nuanced detail of everyday life or depict all fleeting thought that goes 
through our mind. Words, by their nature, highlight and omit things. While 
at times, it does not feel like Joyce eliminates a great deal, he is restricted 
by this capacity with words. He cannot describe the totality of a single 
day. Instead, words force him to choose certain aspects of the world to 
observe.
 
As such, when the words spatialized, they naturally tend to become 
three-dimensional framing object. Both the sculptures could be viewed 
as an elaborate frame, a Joycean way of seeing the world. In both, it was 
not necessarily what was seen that was important, but rather, the way it 
manipulated space to allow a new perception of something. 
 
The Moiré patterns could have contained any random array of colours 
and shapes; likewise, the viewfinders could be placed in any location. The 
specific detail of the observation is irrelevant; the act of looking itself is 
key. Likewise, in the novel, events are not important. It is the way that 
Joyce writes about them, forcing the reader to consider them in a new 
light. 

The initial aim was to translate the novel in such a way as to draw attention 
to the subtle rhythm of daily life. All the installations vividly drew 
attention to some character of the city that would have otherwise likely 
gone unnoticed. Standing a Forty Foot the views the walls would have 
framed would have been the same as those observed by the protagonist. 
Likewise, moving through the city, the benches would have shown a 
glimpse of the cityscape that some of the minor characters saw. Each, like 
the novel showing some aspect of daily life in a new way.

Fig. 2.61 Shadow

Reflections.

2.03
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As the translation progressed, the core of these ideas remind, but they 
never entirely became fluent in an architectural language. It may be 
expected that an architectural language would consist of tropes like walls, 
windows, doors, roofs and rooms. The final objects fell short of attaining 
this level, remaining as a slightly abstracted form of architecture, existing 
as objects in the landscape.

The difficultly is that the purpose of this study was to find an architectural 
language, not just a spatial representation of the novel. These falls slightly 
short. This method led to an evident and coherent translation from text to 
the spatial world, but they remained too tied to the novel to take that last 
step into architecture.

Fig. 2.61 Shadow
Fig. 2.62 Shadow

Translation is a co-authored piece. With these higher resolution 
translations, the role of the designer was more of an interpreter, somewhat 
restricted by the text. There was not enough flexibility in the translation to 
make these objects into architecture. An ambiguity existed in brief; there 
was never a final architectural outcome set. Each of the objects slowly 
meandered into the spatial world, without a clear summary that they were 
trying to fill.
 
The next stage of the project is about investigating a more high-fidelity 
approach, focusing less on the specific word in the novel, instead of 
looking at the meaning and context behind them a method to translate.



NOSTOS
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This second type of translation is a free translation. This attempt is less 
interested in the specific words that Joyce uses and more interested in 
the overarching thoughts and ideas. While, like the previous attempt, 
this translation chooses specific areas to translate, it is less defined by 
their boundaries. Picking and choosing specific areas of the novels that all 
relate to core ideas that translated. 

The aim remains to create a type of architecture that insights new 
understandings of daily experiences. Unlike the previous attempts it is 
a more lucid translation. It does not follow the mechanical step-by-step 
formula of the previous. Instead, engaging the translator in a more active 
role. Shifting the tone of the translator form what would Joyce say? To 
what would Joyce do?

Fig. 3.01 Shadow

Introduction



Episode 17
Ithaca

3.01
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Ithaca
The closing section of the book, consisting of the last three Episodes is 
known as Nostos. A common trope in Greek literature used to describe 
the hero’s journey home. In Homer’s epic, The Odyssey the protagonist 
returns to Ithaca after a twenty-three-year epic adventure, seeing him 
circumnavigate the seas of Greece. Upon arriving, he is barricaded out 
of his home by a glutton-ous band of imposters and must devise a crude 
strategy to break in and banish them. Despite suffering a blow to the head, 
he disposes of his rivals, brings rule and order back to his home. Reunited 
with his wife and thus, reclaiming his throne.
 
Joyce parallels this by dedicating the closing Episodes of the novel to 
following Bloom as he somewhat drunkenly sails through the streets of 
Dublin, on his quest to return home. Forgetting his key, he ingeniously 
manages to break through the cellar door into the kitchen were, feeling a 
little peckish, he makes a cup of coco. Making his way up to the living room 
he suffers a blow to the head when he bumps into recently rearranged 
furniture. Noticing that the house is a mess he is determined to put 
everything back in its rightful place, bring rule and order back to his house-
hold. Finally, making his way into the bedroom, he carefully disposes of 
the objects he has collected on his journey, crawls into his bed, kisses his 
wife and falls asleep.   
 
The home plays an essential role throughout the entire novel. A linchpin 
on which everything rotates. It appears first in the fourth Episode, and 
during the duration of the novel, it continually reappears as a reference 
point. Blooms somewhat triumphant return is about as close as the novel 
gets to an actual climax. 
 
The home was so detrimental to the novel that Joyce dedicates an entire 
Episode to describe it in excruciating detail, both its contents and its 
character. The Penultimate Episode, Ithaca is this incredible taxonomy, 
a “mathematical catechism” (Joyce, 1960, cited in Budgen, p.257) of all 
the little irrelevant items that combine to make a home. As Bloom moves 
through the house, Joyce catalogues each item. He carefully arranges the 
words, just like Bloom ensuring that everything is in its correct place.
 
When Bloom is in the kitchen, Joyce describes the function of everything. 
Each object viewed as a utensil, an instrument for living.

3.01

Fig. 3.02 (Previous) Dublin Bay, 
looking towards Howth

The gas flame described as being of strength fourteen candle power, with 
gas regulated by the ventcock (Joyce, 1986, p.1098). Each jar on the dresser 
noted, along with precise quantities of their contents (Joyce, 1986, p.1109). 
Joyce even dedicates two entire pages to describing how the internal 
plumbing of the house operated (Joyce, 1986, p.1101 -1103).
 
As Bloom moves up to his living room, the tone of the description 
changes, Things are not described through there function but rather their 
appearance. The clock on the mantle has stopped functioning, but it is 
described as “striated Connemara marble” (Joyce, 1986, p.1164). When 
describing the books on the shelf, reference is not made to their contents 
or purpose, instead it is their appearance. The colour of their covers, the 
condition of the pages and indentation of the graphics are all depicted.
 
In the final act, Bloom moves into the bedroom. Here things are not 
described through either their function or appearance but instead 
through there sentimental value. The bedside table contains objects 
such as a crude drawing completed by his daughter, a scarf pin from his 
father, an old Christmas chard from an acquaintance. Knick-knacks that 
would otherwise be viewed as junk if it were not for a deep sentimental 
connection.
 
Of all Episode, Ithaca was Joyce’s favourite (Joyce, 1960, cited in Budgen, 
p.258). There is a specific cold, callous nature to the way that Joyce lists 
the contents of the house, with irreverence for there significance or 
importance. The way he writes this Episode is in the style of a catechism, a 
catholic doctrine which consists of a series of carefully worded questions 
and answers. A style typically used to store information meant for 
reference as opposed to something pleasurable to read. 
 
Despite this vivid analytic way of describing the world, there is a certain 
warmth that radiates from the characters and the Episode. “The reader 
knows everything and know it in the baldest coldest way but Bloom … 
thereby becomes heavenly bodies, wanders like the stars at which they 
gaze” (Joyce, 1960, cited in Budgen, p.257). The Episode is akin to walking 
into an acquaintance house for the first time. There is a sudden moment 
of realization, a sudden piecing together of the pieces to form a coherent 
picture of someone.
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Fig. 3.03 No.7 Eccles St. Each object described is essential because each reveals a tiny part of 
Bloom’s character. A tiny tile in a mosaic of Bloom. The objects by 
themselves are almost irrelevant, but when combined and fitted into the 
fabric of the house, they adopted a significance. The physical house that 
holds all these objects is a small inconspicuous Georgian terrace house in 
the north inner city at No. 7 Eccles St.

3.01
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The exact reasons that Joyce chose No.7 Eccles street as the nexus of the 
novel are a bit of a mystery. His close friend, John Francis Byrne, is lived 
there, and on numerous occasions, Joyce visited him. 

Perhaps Byrne said something to him that inspired him to use the house. 
Perhaps its location easily fit into the movements of the characters. 
Alternatively, perhaps it was because of all the homes Joyce knew 
through the city, this was the most inconspicuous. The most uneventful, 
undecorated example of typical Georgian terrace stock house. A perfect 
fitting for a novel that deals in the ordinary.

By immortalizing the house in his novel, Joyce created unquestionably the 
most critical address in Dublin literature. Despite this, the house has had a 
checkered history, caught in a perfecter storm between gentrification and 
growing fetish for modern architecture (Gunn, n.d, para.1).

The history of the house dates back to 1769 when Isaac Ambrose Eccles 
leased off three parcels of land to Daniel Goodwin who completed the 
construction in 1771. The house largely remained unchanged up until the 
point that Joyce wrote about it. After the novel was published, the house 
slowly fell into disrepair (Gunn, n.d, para.2).

The early 19th century saw a slow exodus of the middle-class from the 
inner city to the newly built larger villas in the suburbs. By 1938 the inners 
of the house had been carved up into several tenements. The division of 
the property continued in 1946 (Gunn, n.d, para.4).

By the 1950s the house was occupied by seven down-and-out families, 
who did not have the means or incentive to upkeep the property. 
Interestingly, at this point, the novel had gained considerable notoriety. 
It was becoming a popular spot for Joyceans who began to pillage any 
ornament on the house that could easily be removed. In the 1960s the 
house was abandoned entirely, and it fell into complete disrepair. 

In 1965,  the English author Anthony Bruges surveyed the condition of the 
house(Fig. 3.03). There where holes in the ceiling and numerous internal 
walls had collapsed (Gunn, n.d, para.8).

Fig. 3.03 Anthony Burgess at No.7 
in 1965

The Demise of 
Ithaca

3.01
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Fig. 3.04 No.7 Eccles St. during 
various stages of its history

This occurred at the same time the Martello tower opened as a The James 
Joyce Museum. There were calls by locals to restore the house also.

As a keen admirer of the work of James Joyce, I spend many 
pleasant hours discovering for myself some of the localities and 
buildings that feature in his books … but not all the discoveries 
were agreeable ones. No.7 Eccles street … is now all but a ruin 
… No. 7 displays to and indifferent Dublin the faded remnants 
of an earlier elegance. For months its windows have gaped 
to admit the dank air of a Northern winter, and rubbish has 
accumulated in its mouldering basement (Aspinwall, 1966).

Additional calls came from the international community who say the 
demise of the house as a national disgrace. “What are you people going 
to do about preserving Bloom’s house in Eccles street … I went along to 
see it, and I thought it a great pity to see it decayed and neglected “(Senn, 
1966). Despite this mounting pressure, the house failed to sell at auction. 
There was a growing desire among many Dubliners to reject English 

Georgian style in favour of a contemporary modern Irish style.  Architectural 
heritage groups scrambled to save what they could, but their emphasis 
was on bigger grander architecturally significant Georgian houses. 

Ironically, the essence of the house’s ordinariness was the very dagger 
that killed it. By 1972, the elevations on Eccles street resembled those of 
a gap-tooth sailor. All that remained of No.7 was the lower portion of the 
brick elevation consisting of a doorway and two front windows(Fig. 3.04 
- J). In 1975 the nearby Maher hospital purchased the land, and quietly
without any fanfare the remnants of No.7 where removed.

Currently, running along the entire north-west side of Eccles streets is a 
sizeable domineering brick wall with mock Georgian windows. The Mather 
hospital ended up knocking most of the existing houses in a bid to create 
the largest private hospital in North Dublin. Ulyssean tour groups guided 
do not even bother walking down the once famous street. There seems 
little point, any trace of Joyce has is lost.

Fig.3.04
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Collage
This collage differs from the previous two. Focusing less on a single 
moment of translation, it examines how the collective ideas of the home 
and house portrayed throughout the novel. It solidified the need to 
translate the novel in such a way as to recreate the house.

The overall geometric form is based on Carin Goldberg’s 1986 cover 
design for the book (Fig. 3.15). The cover of the book is paralleled with the 
deconstructed elevation of No.7.  Each of the windows contains a question, 
and an answer from Episode 17, mirroring the punctuated rhythm to the 
penultimate chapter. 

Protruding through the elevation of the house is a section of Baily 
lighthouse in Howth. In the final Episode, Molly, Leopold Bloom’s wife, 
has been woken by her husband. She lies in bed and thinks about the 
scattered, fragmented moments of life that has led her to this bed. Her 
final thought, the moment at which the novel closes is a date she went on 
with Bloom to Howth where he proposed.

Covering most of the collage is a decrepit wall of bricks. Each of the bricks 
contains different words from Episode 17, Ithaca. In the same way, a builder 
may carefully construct the walls of the house using bricks. Joyce uses 
words to build his house. Each word is not essential. Likewise, each brick 
is not crucial, but when they are combined, they form a home or novel. 

Ithaca isn’t really about any one particular thing. Instead, importance 
and significance are found in all of the little aspects that, when combined 
make home. The final translation, in creating this home needs to find a 
space for all of these things.

Fig. 3.05 Collage

3.01
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When Joyce famously quipped - that if Dublin were ever to disappear 
than it could  be merely recreated form the word of his book (1960, cited 
in Budgen, p.68) he hardly imagined that such an instance would occur. 
However, in Dublin today, the heart of his novel has disappeared, and 
somewhat ironically, the most vividly described of this place lies in his 
book. The question naturally arises, is it possible to recreate the house 
form the novel? 

There have been numerous attempts to recreate the house. Most notably, 
Ian Gunn and Clive Hearts seminal study into the subject combines old 
architectural records as well as Ulysses to recreate the most accurate 
description of how the house may have looked. There are, however, two 
primary issues. 

Firstly, any attempt at translation reveals the gaps in the original text. 
Joyce, more so than any other author, would go to extreme lengths in 
vivid description. Nevertheless, when it comes to rendering these images, 
it becomes quickly apparent that there is still so much detail missing. In 
Ulysses, there are only three rooms that are discussed. The translator is 
left to their own devices to try and fill in the gaps. 

In Gunn and Hearts case, they made very calculate assumptions based on 
old architectural records, exiting photographs and interviews. While their 
work is extensive, it does present an interesting void. Instead of trying to 
duplicate the house, could it be translated without being architecturally 
constrained to a traditional Georgian plan? Translating not only what 
Joyce said but also the way he said it—retaining the character and ideas 
of home in the book.

The second and arguable more pragmatic issue is where could the house 
be situated. Eccles St. has become so detached when compared with 
the novel. It is difficult to imagine where a new home might sit without if 
feeling like an arbitrary decision. However, by taking this looser translation 
approach, it offers the opportunity to liberate the house form the street. 
The question is, where could such a home be appropriately situated? 

The Reconstruction 
of No.7

Strangely, it is almost as if Joyce new that both these problems would 
occur.  Bloom, as he is carefully tidying his belongs, thinks to himself that 
there is a “necessity of order, a place for everything and everything in 
its place (Joyce, 1986, p.1168)”. Imagining how he might order his things 
his mind starts to wander, and he begins to think about what his perfect 
house would be. A “Bungalowshaped 2 story dwellinghouse of southerly 
aspect (Joyce, 1986, p.1174)”. He calls this factitious place Fowlerville. 

Thinking, as he orders all of his possessions, he develops the outline of 
a strange brief. Noting all the conventions that might be expected in a 
regular brief. 

Consisting of 1 drawingroom, with bay window…sitting 
room….bedrooms…tiled kitchen…lounge hall fitted with 
linen wallpress, fumed oak sectional bookcase containing 
Encyclopedia Britannica and New Century Dictionary…
staircase, three continuous flights at successive right angles, 
of varnished cleargrained oak, treads and risers, newel, 
balusters and handrail, with steppeduup panel dado, dressed 
with camphorated wax; bathroom, hot and cold supply, 
reclining and shower (Joyce, 1986, p.1174-5).

He also notes the slightly esoteric non-building related things that he sees 
in his perfect house.

Porch covered by parasitic plants (ivy or Virgina creeper), 
halldoor, olive green, with smart car-riage finish and neat 
doorbrasses… eaves and gable, rising, if possible, upon a 
gentle eminence with agreeable prospect form balcony with 
stone pillear parapet … comfortable lounge settees and corner 
fittments, upholstered in ruby plush with good springing and 
sunk centre … shelted by laburnum or lilac trees, an exotically 
harmonically accorded Japanese tinkle gatebell affixed to 
left lateral gatepost (Joyce, 1986, p.1174-6).
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For this house, Bloom never gives an actual address, but he does give a list 
of parameters that must be attained. It needs to be “rus in urbe” (Joyce, 
1986, p.1174). Having the illusion of being in the countryside yet be close 
enough to the city to enjoy a comfortable life. “Standing in 5 or 6 acres of 
its own ground, at such a distance from the nearest public thoroughfare 
as to render its houselights visible at night above a through a quickset 
hornbeam hedge” (Joyce, 1986, p.1174). Besides, it should be “Not less than 
1 statute mile from the periphery of the metropolis, within a time limit of 
not more than 15 minutes from tram or train line” (Joyce, 1986, p.1175). And 
be bought under a “freeform grant, lease [of] 999 years” (Joyce, 1986, p. 
1175).

Rather than trying to recreate the exact house at No.7, this translation 
combines the imagined home dreamed by Bloom with the physical objects 
described in Ithica.

Eccles St.
No. 7

Dorset St.

Bloom leaves No.7 Eps.04

Bloom returns Eps.16

Molly thinks of Howth Eps.16

O
ne-legged sailor passes No.7 Eps.10(part B)

EPS. 17
Ithaca

01.00 - 02.17

Fig. 3.06 Ariel plan with 
movements overlaid
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Bloom, once he is finished tidying goes upstairs and into bed, in doing so, 
wakes his wife, Molly. The last Episode, Penelope, a monologue where 
she thinks of everything that has happened in her life. The famous closing 
lines of the novel recount a date she had gone on with Bloom several 
years earlier. The exact location of this date is never fully disclosed, all 
that is described is that they “we were lying among the rhododendrons on 
Howth Head” (Joyce, 1986, p.1303).

Howth is a large peninsula in north Dublin. If Dublin, where a microcosm 
for the world, as Joyce suggested than Howth in the north, is the antipode 
Forty Foot in the south, where the novel begins. Standing atop the 
Martello tower, Howth appears complete disjointed from the mainland, 
like a Greek island that all of the characters are trying to return. 

The memory of this date on Howth appears on two other occasions in the 
novel. Once after Bloom finishes his lunch and recounts the time when 
they were “Hidden under wild ferns on Howth below us bay sleeping; 
sky. No sound. The sky. The bay purple by the Lion’s head” (Joyce 313). 
Again a second time when Bloom, in half drunk, hallucinogenic nightmare 
recounts “the dummy of Bloom, rolled in a mummy, rolls rotating from the 
Lion’s Head cliff into the purple waiting waters” (Joyce, 1986, p.297).

Lion’s Head is a small outcrop on Howth, the most likely place that this 
date occurred. Like Forty Foot it is a old swimming spot(Fig.3.07 - C), 
adding a certain symmetry to the novel. Open at a swimming spot in the 
south that looks towards the north. Close at swimming spot in the north 
that looks towards the south. 

Lion’s Head is almost exactly one statute mile from the edge of the 
nearest metropolis, Howth town. It is a touch under a 15-minute walk from 
the nearest tram stop at the former Baily light-house tram stop. Its south-
facing slopes and in 1920, the year the novel was published, the seven-
acre section was leased out on a 999-year lease to a gentleman called 
James Baily Butler (Thomas, 2017)(Fig.3.07-A).  

Fig. 3.07 Lions head - Various 
scenes

Fig. 3.08 (following) Aerial plan 
with movements overlaid

Finding Flowerville
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copyright purposes
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The penultimate Episode moves in three movements. First, Bloom finds 
himself in the kitchen where everything is described to the reader 
through mechanical means. He goes to the living room where everything 
is depicted through its aesthetical appearance. Finally, he arrives at the 
bedroom where everything is understood through his connection to the 
object. 
 
As such, the house divided into three sections; a public section where the 
aesthetical appearance of objects is critical. Rooms such as the lounge and 
the parlour would make up this area. The ambition of this area is to house 
the objects displayed to guests. The next section would be a simi-private 
functional area. Mechanical elements such as the kitchen and the study 
are located here. This area is viewed as a machine for living. It contains the 
objects that Bloom needs to run his life. The final most private area would 
consist of the bedrooms and drawing - or withdrawing room. This area 
house Blooms most prized and personal connections. Unlike the other 
areas, this is more of a serine place for quite a contemplation.

Fig. 3.09 Concept sketches

Drawing
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While the three fingers as distinctly different sections of the same house, 
the circulation between each three was malleable. The circulation of 
the novel ebbs and flows, often places are revisited multiple times. 
The story doesn’t follow a linear geographical trajectory, nor does it 
occur in chronological order. Instead characters typical double back on 
themselves. the novel continually makes references to thinks that have 
previously happened during the course of the day.

The circulation through this house mirrors that of the novel. There is no 
clear or direct route. Instead it meanders through multiple rooms with a 
variety of short cuts. It creates an almost labyrinth-like experience, where 
there is seemingly never a single way to get to one particular area. Often 
rooms are revisited but form different entrances. 

The circulation was devised by primarily looking at the lines of site on the 
site plan and deciphering the location of windows and doors to draw the 
occupant.

Fig. 3.10 Site sketches
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In essence, Flowervile the house that Bloom aspires is modelled of a 
traditional country house. With this typology, there are specific rules 
and delineations between the public and private spaces. Guest typically 
enter into a parlour or waiting area. The lounge is an area to relax after a 
formal dinner in the dining area. Kitchens generally are less public areas 
but require a connection through to the dining area. Bedrooms should 
never be seen or passed by a guest. yet they should open out onto a 
drawingroom, a living space for the occupants of the house to withdraw 
too.

Sightlines, what is seen and what is not seen are incredibly important. 
While this proposal is a contemporary translation of the house described 
in the novel, it still tries to maintain this order. Joyce took the order and 
structure of The Odyssey and rearranged it around a then-contemporary 
Dublin, this house takes the order and structure country manors from the 
era of the novel and rearranges it around contemporary design.

Fig. 3.11 Concept Sketches
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The final model comprises of three mahogany forms circumnavigated by 
a series of moulded hoop pine walls. They sit in a mahogany site situated 
on a steel plinth. It captures how the three aspects of the house all 
link together and connect with their immediate surroundings. Like the 
previous translation, the model is used to test the translation, ensuring 
that it is an architecturally viable space.

Fig. 3.12 Model

Fig. 3.13 (following) Model

Fig. 3.14 (p 208-9) Model

Model
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One of the most peculiar aspects of the penultimate chapter is the 
style in which it is written. The catechism is a religious doctrine that 
takes the form of a series of questions and answers. It employs the 
English language as a store of information, a reference guide rather than 
something that is read for pleasure. “So cold is the manner and the form 
so condensed that unless the vast amount of information contained in 
Ithaca is diluted with many times its weight of words its is unassimilable. 
It is the coldest Episode in an unemotional book” (Budgen, 1960, p.257). 

Despite this restricted form, Joyce manages to fill the chapter with brutally 
honest emotion. When Bloom looks at himself in the mirror, the question is 
raised - “What composite asymmetrical image in the mirror then attracted 
his attention?” (Joyce, 1986, p.1165), the answer is chilling - “The image of 
a solitary (ipsorelative) mutable (aliorelative) man” (Joyce, 1986, p.1165).  

In architecture, the coldest most rigorous representation of a building is 
its specification. It too, like the catechism is not designed to be read for 
pleasure, instead it exists as a reference to be looked up. The building 
specification is a taxonomy of the constituent elements that go into 
making a house, Ithica is a taxonomy of the positions that make that house 
a home. 

The translation treats Ulysses almost as if it is a specification. It contains 
vast amounts of seemingly irrelevant information that is to be read in 
conjunction with the final drawings.

Fig. 3.15 Ulysses

Ulysses, the spec.
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The final drawings employ an absolute Joycian rigour. They are slightly 
stylised versions of construction documentation. Typically, there may be 
an expectation for final images to be flashy evocative renders, or moody, 
exciting plans. This set breaks away from this Mould. Joyce took the most 
painstakingly plan version of English and contorted it into a brutal yet 
beautiful depiction of a home.

These drawings take the most unemotive information-rich style of drawing 
and Joycified them in such a way that they display the rich complexity 
of a home. Each of the plans and sections is annotated with references 
to the text. To be read as if it were a construction set and a spec. Each 
annotation has a specific reference to the Episode and the line.

As Joyce dissected the day, revealing the good, the bad and the ugly, 
these drawings reveal every aspect of the house. From the blocking in 
the wall to the flue of the chimney, the drawings attempt to capture the 
essence of beauty that lies in the most straightforward most mundane 
aspects of the house.

Fig. 3.16 Site plan

Fig. 3.17 (Following) Site plan - 
Enlarged

Fig. 3.18 (p 209) Ground floor 
plan

Fig. 3.19 (p 217) Ground floor 
plan - enlarged with text overlayed

Fig. 3.20 (p 219) First floor plan

Fig. 3.21 (p 221) First floor plan - 
enlarged with text overlayed

Fig. 3.22 (p 222-3) Section A

Fig. 3.23 (p 224-5) Section B

Fig. 3.24 (p 226-7) Section C

Final Drawings
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17 - 1172

17 - 1108

17 - 1165

17 - 1101

17 - 1174

17 - 1164

17 - 1101

.....

.....

.....

.....

.....

17 - 1173

17- 355

17- 117 the messuage to consist of 1 drawingroom with baywindow

He poured into two teacups two level spoonfuls, four in all, of Epps’s soluble cocoa

On the right (smaller) hob a blue enamelled saucepan: on the left (larger) hob a black iron 
kettle. 

He removed the saucepan to the left hob, rose and carried the iron kettle to the sink in order 
to tap the current by turning the faucet to let it flow

On the lower shelf five vertical breakfast plates, six horizontal breakfast  saucers on which 
rested inverted breakfast cups, a moustachecup, uninverted, and saucer of Crown Derby, 
four white goldrimmed eggcups, an open shammy purse displaying coins, mostly copper, and 
a phial of aromatic (violet) comfits. On the middle shelf a chipped eggcup containing pepper, 
a drum of table salt, four conglomerated black olives in oleaginous paper

an embalmed owl, matrimonial gift of Alderman John Hooper

The Stark-Munro Letters by A. Conan Doyle, property of the City of Dublin Public Library, 
106 Capel street, lent 21 May (Whitsun Eve) 1904, due 4 June 1904, 13 days overdue (black 
cloth binding, bearing white letternumber ticket)

statute land measure (valuation 42 pounds), of grazing turbary surrounding a baronial hall 
with gatelodge and carriage drive nor, on the other hand, a terracehouse or semidetached 
villa, described as Rus in Urbe or Qui si sana, but to purchase by private treaty in fee simple 
a thatched bungalowshaped 2 storey dwellinghouse of southerly aspect

stucco front with gilt tracery at eaves and gable, rising, if possible, upon a gentle eminence 
with agreeable prospect from balcony with stone pillar parapet over unoccupied snd 
unoccupyable interjacent pastures and standing in 5 or 6 acres of its own ground

6 acres of its own ground, at such a distance from the
nearest public thoroughfare as to render its houselights
visible at night above and through a quickset hornbeam hedge of topiary cutting, situate at 
a given point not less than 1 statute mile from the periphery of the metropolis, within a time 
limit of not more than 15 minutes from tram or train line

the walnut sideboard (a projecting angle of which had momentarily arrested his ingress) 
had been moved from its position beside the door to a more advantageous but more 
perilous position in front of the door

17 - 1175

17 - 1612

17 - 1776

17 - 1110

17 - 1775

18-968

18-1212

17- 1175 (still and sparkling vintages) for distinguished guests, if entertained to dinner (evening dress), 
carbon monoxide gas supply throughout. 

tiled kitchen with close range and scullery

with tropical palms, equipped in the best botanical manner

bathroom, hot and cold supply, reclining and shower:

oval flowerbeds in  Rectangular grassplots set with eccentric ellipses of scarlet and chrome 
tulips, blue scillas, crocuses, polyanthus, sweet William, sweet pea, lily of the valley (bulbs 
obtainable from sir James W. Mackey (Limited) wholesale and retailseed and bulb merchants 
and nurserymen, agents for chemical manures, 23 Sackville street, upper),

tipup seat, bracket lamp, brass tierod and brace, armrests, footstool and artistic oleograph  
on inner face of door 

He poured into two teacups two level spoonfuls, four in all, of Epps’s soluble cocoa and 
proceeded according to the directions for use printed on the label, to each adding after 
sufficient time for infusion the prescribed ingredients for diffusion in the manner and in the 
quantity prescribed.

a slender splayfoot chair of glossy cane curves, placed directly opposite the former, its frame 
from top to seat and from seat to base being varnished dark brown, its seat being a bright 
circle of white plaited rush

Loose brass quoits of the bedstead jingled

I wonder what kind is that book he brought me Sweets of Sin

the lumpy old jingly bed

if he wants to read in bed in the morning like me as hes making the breakfast for I he can 
make it for 2

17- 1177

17-1881

18- 1299

17- 1175

17- 1175

17-1173

17- 1175

18-1212

17- 1176

17- 355

17- 117

18-968

17- 1175

18- 1299

17- 1175

17-1177

17-1881

17- 1175

17-1174

17-1612

17-1164

17-1775

17-1775

17-1108

17-1110

17-1101

17- 1165

17- 1172

17-1101

20 m510 N
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17- 23 An ancient haggadah book in which a pair of hornrimmed convex spectacles inserted marked 
the passage of thanksgiving in the ritual prayers for pressech (Passover)

15-3187 torn from your handbook of astronomy.

17- 1165 Thom’s Dublin Post Office Directory, 1886

17- 1165 Denis Florence M’Carthy’s Poetical Works (copper beechleaf bookmark at p. 5).

17- 1165 Shakespeare’s Works (dark crimson morocco, goldtooled). 

17- 1165 The Useful Ready Reckoner (brown cloth).

17- 1165 When We Were Boys by William O’Brien M. p. (green cloth, slightly faded, envelope
bookmark at p. 217)

17- 1165 Thoughts from Spinoza (maroon leather) bookmark at p. 217)

4-419 Just how she stalks over my writing table

17- 186 A bank passbook issued by the Ulser Bank

17- 23 The upcast reflection of a lamp and shade 

4-59 Straw hat in sunlight. Tan shoes. Turnedup trousers. It is. It is

4-59 In what direction did the narrator lie?
Lisener, W.E by E: Narrator, N.W bw W on the 53rd parallel of latitude, N and 6th meridian 
of longitude, W at an angle of 45 degrees to the terrestrial equator.

4-59 Loose brass quoits of the bedstead jingled

2-56 He went to the desk near the window, pulled in his chair twice and read off some words from 
the sheet on the drum of his typewriter

4-259 she was reading the card

17- 1165 The Story of the Heavens by Sir Robert Ball (blue cloth)

17- 1165 Ellis’s Three Trips to Madagascar (brown cloth, title obliterated).

17- 1931 The endowment policy, the bank passbook, the certificate of the possession of strips.

18-1133 the pillow under my bottom

17-1231 the proximity of an occupied bed, obviating research: the anticipation of warmth (human) 
tempered with coolness (linen)

17-1881 A a butt of red partly liquefied sealing wax, obtained from the stores department of messre 
hely’s Ltd. 89,90 and 91 Dame Street

17-1881 a box containing the remainder of a gross of gilt ‘J’ pennibs, obtained form the same 
department of same firmhely’s Ltd. 89,90 and 91 Dame Street

17-1881 an old sandglass which rolled containing sand whicth rolled

17-1881 a sealed prophecy (never unsealed) written by Leopold Bloom in 41886 concerning the 
consequences of the passing into law of William Ewart Gladstone’s Home Rull Bill of 1886 
(never passed into law)

17-1881 a press cutting from an english weekly editorical Modern Socity.

17-1881 a pint ribbon which had fashioned an easteregg in the year 1899

17-1881 A chart of the measurements measurements of Leopold Bloom ompiled before, during and 
after 2 months’s consecutive use of Sandow-Whiteley’s pulley exerciser

17-1881 two partly uncoiled rubber preservatives with reserve pockets, purchased by post from Box 
32, p. O., Charing Cross, London, W. C.

17-1881  2 coupons of the Royal and Privileged Hungarian Lottery

17-1881 Outoffices

17-1774  three continuous flights at successive right angles, of varnished cleargrained oak, treads and 
risers, newel, balusters and handrail, with steppedup panel dado,
dressed with camphorated wax

17-1782 sheltered by laburnum or lilac trees
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the lumpy old jingly bed

oval flowerbeds in Rectangular grassplots set with eccentric ellipses of scarlet and chrome tulips, blue scillas, crocuses, polyanthus, sweet William, sweet pea, lily of the valley 

6 acres of its own ground, atsuch a distance from thenearest public thoroughfareas to render its houselightsvisible at night above and through a quickset hornbeamhedge of topiary cutting, situate at a given point not less than 1 statute mile fromthe periphery of the metropolis, within a time limitof not more than 15 minutesfrom tram or train line
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The Useful Ready Reckoner (brown cloth).

the pillow under my bottom

Denis Florence M’Carthy’s Poetical Works (copper beechleaf bookmark at p. 5).

He went to the desk near the 

window, pulled in his

chair twice and read off some words 

from the sheet on the drum of his 

typewriter



17-1336a dwarf tree of glacial 
arborescence uner a 
transparent bellshade

18-1335halldoor, olive green, with 
smart carriage finish and 
need doorbrasses

17-1305A parpartly consumed 
ciarette and two 
discoloured ends of 
cigarettes

17-1322A small tin plate

17-1350the optical reflection of 
several inverted volumes 
improperly arranged and 
not in the order of their 
common letters with 
scintillating titles

17-1305She could see far away 
the lights of the 
lighthouse so picturesque

18-1014broe off the hand of that 
little gimcracked statue

17-909In what way had he 
utilised gifts (1) and owl, 
(2) a clock, given as 
matrimonial auguries

17-1192two fading photographes 
of queen Alexandra

18-1258Letting fall on the floor 
which the brush would 
soon brush up.

17-1173with porch covered by 
parasitic plants (ivy or 
Biginia creeper)

17-122The influence of gaslight 
or electric light on the 
growth of adjoining 
paraheliotropic trees 

17-1335 A timepiece of striated 
Connemara marble, 
stopped at the hour of 
4.46 a.m on the 21 March 
1896, matrimonial gift of 
Matthew Dillion

17-1283 the blue and white 
checker inlaid 
majolicatopped table.

4-13 and set it sideways on 
the fire

4-15 The cat walked stiffly 
round a leg of the table

17-1285 the walnut sideboard

17-1295 a slender splayfoot chair 
of glossy cane curves, 
placed directly opposite 
the former, its frame from  
top to sea and from seat 
to base being varnished 
dark brown, its seat being 
a bright circle of white 
plaited rush.

4-487 the sun is there, the 
slender trees, lemon 
houses

17-1324 relinquishing his 
symposiarchal right to 
the moustache cup of 
imitation Crown Derby 
presented to him by his 
only daughter, Millicent 
(Milly), he substitute a 
cup identical with that of 
his guest 

9-872 the sky showed him a 
flock of small white 
coluds going slowly down 

17-1324 In the Mirror of the 
giltbordered peirglass 



17-1115 In the second storey 
(rere) of his (Blooms’s) 
house the light of a 
paraffin oil lamp with 
oblique shade projected 
on a screen of roller blind 
supplied by Frank 
O’Hara, window blind, 
curtain pole and 
revolving shutter 
manufacturer, 16 Aungier 
street.

17-1188 A cameo brooch, 
property of Elen Bloom 
(born Higgins)

17-1881 A cameo scarfpin, 
property of Rudolph 
Bloom (born Higgins)

17-1188 A vere Fosters’s 
handwritting copy book , 
property of Milly 
(Millicent) Bloom

17-922 on the 27th aniversary of 
his birth she presented to 
him a breakfast 
mousachecup of imitation 
crown derby porclain 
ware

1-249 A cloud began to cover 
the sun slowly, wholly, 
shadowing the bay in 
deeper green. it lay 
beneath him, a bowl of 
bitter waters.

8-901 Hidden under wild ferns 
on Howth below us bay 
sleeping: sky. no sound. 
The sky. The bay purple 
by the Lion’s head.

8-1148 For what creature was 
the door of egress a door 
on ingress?

a paper read, reread 
while lathering

17-283

17-1188 A Yuletide card, bearing 
on it a pictoral 
representation of a 
parasitic plan, the legend 
Mizpah, the date xmass 
1892

18-1235if he has that French 
letter still in his pocket 
book

18-303Flower os idleness, The 
air feeds most. Azotes. 
Hothouse in Botanic 
gardens.Sensiive plants.

17-1304an emerald ashtray

17-1292a squat stuffed easychair, 
with stout arms extended 
and back slanted to the 
rere, which, repelled in 
recoil, had then unturned 
and irregular fringe of a 
recangular rug and now 
displayed on its amply 
upholstered seat a 
centralised diffusing and 
diminishing 
discolouration. 

She poured more tea into 
her cup

17-1304

4-359its masicrest supporting 
the music in the key of G 
natural for voice and 
piano of Love’s Old 
Sweet Song (words by G. 
Clifton Bingham, 
composed by J.L. Molly, 
sung by Madam 
antoinette Sterling) open 
at the last page with the 
final indications Ad 
Libitum, Forte, pedal, 
animato, sustained pedal, 
ritrando, close.

17-1303A vertical piano (Cadby) 
with exposed keyboard, 
its closed coffin 
supporitng a pair of long 
yellow ladies’s gloves 

18-1912the day we were lying 
among the 
rhododendrons on 
Howth head



17-1109 On the upper shelf
a battery of jamjars 
(empty) of various sizes 
and
proveniences. 

17-1177 What might be the name 
of this erigible or erected
residence?
Bloom Cottage. Saint 
Leopold’s. Flowerville. 

17-1177 What syllabus of 
intellectual pursuits was
simultaneously possible?
Snapshot photography, 
comparative study of 
religions, folklore relative 
to various amatory and 
superstitious practices, 
contemplation of the 
celestial constellations. 

17-1361Thom's Dublin Post 
Office Directory, 1886.

17-1361Hozier's History of the 
Russo-Turkish War (brown 
cloth, a volumes, with 
gummed label, Garrison 
Library, Governor's 
Parade, Gibraltar, on 
verso of cover).

17-1361In the Track of the Sun 
(yellow cloth, titlepage 
missing, recurrent title 
intestation).

17-1361Lockhart's Life of 
Napoleon (cover wanting, 
marginal annotations, 
minimising victories, 
aggrandising defeats of 
the protagonist). Soll und 
Haben by Gustav Freytag 
(black boards, Gothic 
characters, cigarette 
coupon bookmark at p. 
24).

17-1361Denis Florence 
M'Carthy's Poetical 
Works (copper beechleaf 
bookmark at p. 5).

17-1174fumed oak sectional 
bookcase containing the
Encyclopaedia Britannica 
and New Century 
Dictionary

What lay under exposure 
on the lower, middle and
upper shelves of the 
kitchen dresser, opened 
by Bloom?
On the lower shelf five 
vertical breakfast plates, 
six
horizontal breakfast 
saucers on which rested 
inverted breakfast cups, 
a moustachecup, 
uninverted, and saucer of 
Crown Derby, four white 
goldrimmed eggcups, an 
open shammy purse 
displaying coins, mostly 
copper, and a phial of 
aromatic (violet) comfits.

17-1109

17-1101 a row of five coiled spring 
housebells. 

On the middle shelf a 
chipped eggcup 
containing pepper, a 
drum of table salt, four 
conglomerated black 
olives in oleaginous 
paper, an empty pot of 
Plumtree’s pottedmeat, 
an oval wicker basket 
bedded with fibre and 
containing one Jersey 
pear, a halfempty bottle 
of William Gilbey and 
Co’s white invalid port, 
half disrobed of its 
swathe of coralpink 
tissue paper, a packet of 
Epps’s soluble cocoa, five 
ounces of Anne Lynch’s 
choice tea at 2/- per lb in 
a crinkled leadpaper bag, 
a cylindrical canister 
containing the best 
crystallised
lump sugar, two onions, 
one, the larger, Spanish, 
entire, the other, smaller, 
Irish, bisected with 
augmented surface
and more redolent, a jar 
of Irish Model Dairy’s 
cream, a jug of brown 
crockery containing a 
naggin and a quarter of 
soured adulterated milk, 
converted by heat into 
water, acidulous serum 
and semisolidified curds, 
which added to the 
quantity subtracted for 
Mr Bloom’s and Mrs 
Fleming’s  breakfasts

17-1109
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They’re a very particular set of circumstances that lead to this translation. 
Firstly, the house was at the exact wrong place at the wrong time to fall 
into disrepair, and thus create the opportunity to restructure it. Bloom 
just so happened to think about his perfect house, and, James Baily Butler 
just so happened to lease out the land of the location of the final Episode. 
Nevertheless, had none of these circumstances come to fruition a high-
fidelity free translation could have still taken place in a different form.

Unlike the previous attempt, there is a certain looseness to this translation, 
allowing it the flexibility to adapt. This flexibility allowed for a spatially, 
more complex, sophisticated architecture, something that resembles an 
architectural language.  

The critical moment in this translation was the separation of the house 
form Eccles street. Any attempt up until that point inevitably resulted in 
a mere reconstruction of the house. Shifting the home to Lions Head in 
Howth still kept a tangible reference to the novel while decoupling the 
design from the constraints of the novel. Shifted the focus, less about the 
exact words Joyce used and more about what those words meant.

The new site forced a more active design role for the translator. It became 
impossible to follow a simple step by step process of translation. Instead, 
it involved picking and choose moments to translate, and subsequently 
filling in the voids with calculated assumptions.

Inevitably the translation becomes more subtle, less overt than the 
previous. It resembled more of a conventional design project. This 
translation was liberated from the novel. It might, therefore, correctly be 
argued that this translation is further separated from the text. 

Yet, this dilution of the translation is the very essence that forges a closer 
tie to Ulysses. The novel is unashamedly complex, a myriad of literary 
illusion and esoteric referencing. The house, with its elongated passages 
that double back on each other and varying forms, mirrors this. The 
objects form the first phase where fundamentally simple, straightforward 
attempts at translation.

Reflection
The house is fundamentally a representation of the novel as it is more 
allotropic. The essence of the novel can not be easily explained in a couple 
of sentences. Likewise, the house can not be easily understood through a 
single plan or section. Both need to be understood through the hundreds 
of slight observations, or subtle arrangements. On reflection, this aspect 
of the house and novel could have been exposed to a greater extent.

The translation process, like a conventional design process, started at 
broad site scale and gradually worked its way down to details. Often the 
details, such as the kitchen layout or the shelving in the Drawing room 
lacked a connection to the novel. They were inevitability constrained by 
the form of the house. when viewed at this scale the translation is slightly 
lacklustre. 

Perhaps, further time and allowance made could have resulted in more 
complex detail of the project. For example, an alternative approach may 
have been to take specific elements of the house, translated those at a 
smaller scale and then combine them to form the house. This would have 
led to a more disjointed overall plan. Yet, the more complex plan could be 
argued to be a better representation of the novel.

It is in this aspect that the paradox of the translation lies. Joyce went 
to exceptional length to ensure that the novel was believable. As such 
attempt was made to make the house a viable design. Should the design 
stray too far into the speculative than it would have lost that character of 
the novel. Yet the house needed to be esoteric, because the novel is. The 
translation became a delicate balancing act between maintaining cryptic 
link to the novel while trying to shoehorn it into a tangible design.

3.02
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Translations, by their nature, are difficult to evaluate. In essence they are a 
systematic series of interpretations, and who can determine if one is more 
valuable than another. As such, translations use metrics such as fidelity 
and resolution to determine the appropriateness of any translation. This 
study has examined how different methods can yield different results.

At the outset of this study, the scope was not entirely determined. 
Translations often lead to an uncovering of new elements and 
characteristics of a given work. There was always a belief that as the 
translations developed the crux of the research would become apparent.

The first two translations, of Eps. 1 and Eps.10 where propositions based 
on high resolution, literal translations. An attempt with these was to make 
them as clear and vividly connected to the novel as possible. The challenge 
with this type of translation is in freeing them from the constraints of the 
novel.

The third translation, of Eps.17 and the home, generally was a free, high 
fidelity translation. It was interested in maintaining the ideas and style of 
Joyce. The challenge with this translation was keeping a close link with the 
novel. There was always a fear that the house would evolve into a mere 
homage to Joyce, rather than a translation of the novel.

As each of the translations concluded, one theme became important. 
Joyce had a uniquely clear way of seeing the world. Inconspicuous, 
subtle elements of everyday experience that most people wouldn’t 
notice are lavished with attention in this novel. The translation showed 
that architecture could be used as a lens to focuse attention on these 
moments.

Once this insight was discovered, it could be used as a tool to assess the 
translation. One of the few methods to assess the quality of a translation 
is a process of back-translation. This method takes the translated work 
and attempts to work backwards to the original text. It shows not only 
the parts that are translated well but the parts that were missed in the 
translation. 

Fig. 3.25 Shadow

Conclusion

3.03
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The first two Episodes translated had very clear, but narrow scopes. For 
example, the seat on Wicklow Street that encouraged the observation of 
shoes, hands and collars, translated into just three words: ‘kick, puckers 
and collars’. Without prior knowledge of the book, it would be impossible 
to decipher the rest of this passage. 

The aim was not to create a translation so vivid that the whole book could 
be understood. Instead, the aim tested how well a subtle, architectural 
insight was translated. In this instance, the translation can be viewed in a 
more favourable light.

It is plausible to suggest that when walking past the Wicklow seat someone’s 
shoe or hand might be noticed on the other side. If this observation takes 
place, and the observer for the briefest moments thinks about shoes or 
hands in some esoteric fantasy, it could be argued that they have seen 
the world in a Joycean way. In this regard the seat might be viewed as a 
precise translation.

In this respect, the final translation, while not as complete as the others, 
is most valuable. It is the most detached from the novel, but it present 
views of the world in the most Joycean way. The previous attempts at 
translation are better linked to the words of the novel, but this proved to 
be irrelevant, the fundamental tenet of the reading was how well Joyce’s 
perspective of the world was maintained.

Joyce saw the importance of the collective power of personal possessions; 
how these small, intimate objects could combine to make a home. The 
design of the house prioritises these detailed elements. The way Joyce 
describes them becomes critically important in how they are incorporated 
into the house design. While this aspect could have been further explored, 
the core premise is there.

The house, with all its trappings, is a manifestation of the novel. The novel, 
in turn, transcends both the layout of the house and how it is represented.  
Architecture is in many ways about the communication of ideas. 

Fig. 3.26 Final installation
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Joyce, in this novel, wanted to communicate many things. This architectural 
translation has demonstrated that the mere act of observation, noticing 
the subtle rhythm of everyday experiences unearths a rich, but humbling 
beauty.

With this novel, Joyce sought to create an imagined world so vividly real 
that should the city every disappear then the words alone would be able 
to recreate it. This translation has shown that not only can the words be 
used to reconstruct it but, they allow it to be understood in a completely 
new way. 

Fig. 3.27James Joyce

3.03
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